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NATURAL HISTORY NOTES 

Instructions for contributors to Natural History Notes appear in volume 
27, number 2 (June 1996). 

CAUDATA 

AMBYSTOMA OPACUM (Marbled Salamander). COMMU-
NAL NESTING. Communal nesting by marbled salamanders is 
infrequent and typically includes fewer than three females. Of 72 
nests observed by Graham (1971. Ph.D. Diss., Rutgers Univ.), 
only nine (12.5%) were communal and included the clutches of 
two (N = 7), three (N = 1), and seven (N = 1) females; 16 (5.5%) 
of 292 nests observed by Petranka (1990. J. Herpetol. 24:229-
234) contained eggs of two females and three (1.0%) contained 
eggs of three females. 

I observed communal nesting by marbled salamanders on 6 
and 12 October 1995 at a semi-permanent, 15 x 19 m, man-made 
pond in the Hoosier National Forest, Crawford County, Indiana, 
USA. The pond is within a second-growth pine-hardwood forest. 
Approximately 15% of the clay-mud base is sparsely covered 
with herbaceous vegetation; the remainder is bare mud sparsely 
covered with fallen leaves. When these observations were made, 
half the basin was covered with water, leaving a 2 m wide band 
of mud above the water level. Nests were considered communal 
if clutches in adjacent depressions constructed by females were 
indistinguishable, the number of eggs was two or more times 
greater than the average of single nests (mean = 110 eggs), or 
nests contained eggs in varying stages of development. 

Of 29 nests found, 12 (41.4%) were single-female nests con-
taining 51-169 eggs, nine (31.0%) contained 163-319 eggs of 
two females, four (13.8%) contained 323-413 eggs of three fe-
males, one (3.4%) contained 514 eggs of four females, two (6.9%) 
contained 771 and 796 eggs of seven females, and one (3.4%) 
contained 1813 eggs of 16 females. 

Marbled salamanders typically nest beneath cover such as leaf 
litter, logs, roots, rocks, or vegetation (Graham, op. cit.; Jackson 
et al. 1989. Can J. Zool. 67:2277-2281; Noble and Brady 1933. 
Zoologica 11:89-132; Petranka, op. cit.), or in crayfish or small 
mammal tunnels (King 1935. Ohio J. Sci. 35:4-15). Nests are  

generally concentrated in areas with high total cover (Jackson et 
al., op. cit.). The Crawford County pond is devoid of accumu-
lated leaf litter from previous years except at the basin edge. Only 
four nests were found in this zone, the remainder were located at 
middle or lower elevations where leaf litter was absent when fe-
males oviposited. Females may have been forced to nest commu-
nally due to the paucity of cover. Most nests were partially or 
completely exposed until covered with freshly fallen leaves. Al-
though females may have oviposited simultaneously in some nests, 
embryos in several communal nests ranged from Harrison stage 
19 to 37 (Duellman and Trueb 1986. Biology of Amphibians. 
McGraw-Hill, New York, pp. 131-132), suggesting that later ar-
riving females may have used eggs of preceding females as cover. 

Only three nests (10%), all communal, had a single female in 
attendance. Nest attendance, which increases embryo survival, is 
typically much higher than that observed at the Crawford County 
pond (e.g., 87.4%, Jackson et al., op. cit.; 75.5%, Petranka, op. 
cit.). Estimates of embryo mortality in five communal nests ranged 
from 0-90%. The largest communal nest was exposed to direct 
sunlight for one hour each morning. On 12 October, tempera-
tures in this nest varied from 22°C at the bottom to 27°C at the 
top immediately after exposure to the sun, suggesting that high 
temperatures may have contributed to high (ca. 90%) embryo mor-
tality (Anderson 1972. Herpetologica 28:126-130). 

I thank J. Sean Doody for commenting on the manuscript. 

Submitted by JOHN G. PALIS, Rural Route 1, Box 258, Tell 
City, Indiana 47586, USA. 

AMPHIUMATRIDACTYLUM (Three-toed Amphiuma). COL-
ORATION. A mottled Amphiuma tridactylum was brought to 
Northeast Louisiana University Museum of Zoology by an anony-
mous person during summer 1988. The specimen (NLU 70638) 
measured 34 cm SVL, pigmentation varied from dark brown to 
black circular blotches of assorted sizes with a leucistic body color 
(Fig. 1). The origin of the specimen is unknown, however it is 
believed to have been collected in Louisiana. 

FIG. 1. Adult mottled (left) and albino (right) Amphiuma tridactylum 
from Louisiana. 

A second specimen, an albino, was collected 20 July 1992 in a 
ditch approximately 8 rd km S of Thibodaux, in Lafourche Par-
ish, Louisiana, USA, by Terry P. Guidroz. This specimen (NLU 
70488), 243 cm SVL, lacks all pigmentation except for the col-
oration of its blood vessels and pink eyes (Fig. 1). 
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Although albinism has been reported for this species (Cagle 
1947. Copeia 1947:210), and in the family Amphiumidae (Palmer 
and Braswell 1980. Brimleyana 3:49-51) and in other amphib-
ians (Dyrkacz 1981. SSAR Herpetol. Circ. 11:131), this is the 
first published account of mottled coloration and second report 
of albinism for this species. 

Submitted by STEVEN G. GEORGE, U.S Army Engineer 
Waterways Experiment Station ER-A Vicksburg, Mississippi 
39180, USA. 

ANEIDES LUGUBRIS (Arboreal Salamander). PREDATION. 
On 7 February 1994 at ca. 1130 h PST near Berkeley, Alameda 
Co., California, USA, after ca. 50 mm of rain I observed a Cali-
fornia scrub jay (Aphelocoma coerulescens) attacking a juvenile 
Aneides lugubris. The jay carried the salamander from branch to 
branch, occasionally holding it down and hammering at it with a 
woodpecker-like motion. The time involved and the ineffective-
ness of the feeding method suggest that A. lugubris is not com-
mon in the diet of A. coerulescens. The salamander's nocturnal 
habits make interactions with the scrub jay unusual. Mottland 
(1993. Unpubl. Master's thesis, Stanford University) reported a 
lack of records for A. coerulescens predation on amphibians. 
Marzluff et al. (1994. Stud. Avian Biol. 15:202-220) indicated 
that A. coerulescens populations are increasing in urban areas, 
especially during the winter months when Aneides lugubris is 
most active. An aggressive, opportunistic feeder, A. coerulescens 
is able to exploit new food resources, including amphibians. 

I thank Jamie Reaser, Steve Rottenborn, and Alan Launer for 
their assistance. 

Submitted by DANIEL RUBINOFF, Department of Environ-
mental Science, Policy, and Management, 201 Wellman Hall 
#3112, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720-3112, 
USA. 

CRYPTOBRANCHUS ALLEGANIENSIS ALLEGANIENSIS 
(Hellbender). COLORATION. Hellbenders are usually described 
as having a yellowish-brown to black dorsal coloration (Conant 
and Collins 1991. A Field Guide to Reptiles and Amphibians of 
Eastern and Central North America. Houghton Mifflin Co., Bos-
ton, Massachusetts. 450 pp.). However, reports of red 
Cryptobranchus are persistent in the herpetological literature. 
Holbrook (1842. North American Herpetology, 2nd Ed., Vol. 5, 
p. 99, J. Dobson, Philadelphia) described a red specimen from 
Buncombe County, North Carolina, USA, as a separate species, 
Menopoma fusca; Grote (1877. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci. Proc. 
24:255-257) considered them a color variant; Reese (1903. Pop. 
Sci. Monthly 62:526-531) postulated that females became red 
"as a secondary sexual character, for the attraction of the males;" 
and Nickerson and Mays (1972. The Hellbenders: North Ameri-
can "Giant Salamanders." Pub. Biol. Geol. 1:vii+106 pp., Mil-
waukee Public Museum Press) described a reversible and "rather 
dramatic color change from an olive-brown background to a rather 
bright orange," which they considered a response to light and 
temperature cues. They reported that only one of almost 2000 
Ozark hellbenders (C. a. bishopi) maintained this unusual back-
ground coloration. 

On 24 May 1994, one of us (MJK) photographed a live adult 
C. a. alleganiensis with red coloration in Big Walker Creek, Giles 
Co., Virginia, USA. We observed, but did not photograph, a sec-
ond large adult with similar red coloration and other reddish hell- 

benders have been observed at this locality in previous and sub-
sequent years. One retained this coloration under various thermal 
and light conditions for a week in captivity, at which time it was 
released. 

The color of the individual photographed (Univ. Georgia Mus. 
Nat. History 24860a,b: Eastman Kodak Color Film 5297 ISO 200), 
as matched to a Munsell soil color chart (Munsell Soil Color 
Charts, 1992 rev. ed., Macbeth Division of Kollmorgen Instru-
ment Corp, Newburgh, New York) varied from 2.5YR7/8 (light 
red) on the innermost portions of the lateral folds to 10R3/3 (dusky 
red) on the dorsal surface. This coloration is similar to that de-
picted for Menopoma fusca in Holbrook (op. cit., plate 33), which 
was 2.5YR5/8 (red) - on the dorsum and 2.5Y8/8 (yellow) on the 
venter. 

Our observations permit us to discriminate among several of 
the hypotheses previously offered for this coloration: 1) the ob-
servations were made outside the autumnal breeding season 
(Bishop 1943. Handbook of Salamanders. Comstock Publ. Co., 
New York) so it is unlikely that the bright coloration functions as 
a secondary sexual attractant; 2) the animals were outside the 
range of Menopoma fusca, as proposed by Holbrook (1842, op. 
cit.). Recent molecular investigations identify C. a. alleganiensis 
as a single taxon (Meckle et al. 1977. Copeia 1977:1016-1023; 
Routman 1993. Copeia 1993:407-416), further evidence against 
the existence of a red species of hellbender; 3) the coloration has 
been maintained for several days under various thermal and light-
ing regimes, suggesting that the color change is not a direct re-
sponse to these conditions. We cannot rule out the possibility that 
the specimens we observed were simply color variants. 

Alternatively, we suggest that the red coloration may be an in-
dication of chronic physiological stress. This hypothesis is con-
sistent with the observations of both Nickerson and Mays (op. 
cit.) and of Grote (op. cit.) who mentions that a hellbender that 
escaped from a tank was found three weeks later and had "changed 
color very decidedly, becoming a reddish-brown." As additional 
support for this hypothesis, we have not found sub-adult hell-
benders in Big Walker Creek despite several searches, and adults 
are not active there in the summer months. Cold, rock-strewn 
streams are considered characteristic hellbender habitat; as a re-
sult of nearby deforestation and highway maintenance, however, 
the large pools in this area of Big Walker Creek are heavily silted. 
If our hypothesis is correct, the occurrence of reddish individuals 
in this creek may indicate that the hellbenders are physiologi-
cally stressed, possibly due to increased water temperature and 
decreased oxygen levels associated with sedimentation. 

Recently, C. alleganiensis has been listed as a species of spe-
cial concern in Virginia (Virginia Dept. of Game and Inland Fish-
eries, Richmond) and hellbenders are in decline elsewhere (e.g., 
in tributaries of the Ohio River; see Pfmgsten 1990. Herpetol. 
Rev. 21:48-51). It would be useful to determine the relationship 
between chronic stress and coloration in Cryptobranchus, and to 
investigate additional areas to determine if this reddish colora-
tion is prevalent in hellbender populations inhabiting degraded 
sections of streams. 

MJK's travel was supported by the U.S. Department of En-
ergy, contract DE-AC09-76SR00-819 with the Savannah River 
Ecology Laboratory and the University of Georgia. 

Submitted by JOHN E. FAUTH, BRYANT W. BUCHANAN, 
SHARON E. WISE, and STEPHANIE M. WELTER, Moun-
tain Lake Biological Station, Route 1, Box 105A, Pembroke, Vir-
ginia 24136, USA, and MARK J. KOMOROSKI, Savannah 
River Ecology Laboratory, Drawer E, Aiken, South Carolina 
29802, USA. 
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DESMOGNATHUS QUADRAMACULATUS (Blackbelly Sala-
mander). REPRODUCTION. Two modes of egg deposition oc-
cur in Desmognathus species: laying eggs singly in monolayers 
(e.g., D. monticola; Organ. 1961. Ecol. Monogr. 31:189-220) and 
laying eggs in grape-like clusters (e.g., D. fuscus, D. ochrophaeus; 
Martof and Rose. 1963. Am. Midl. Nat. 69:376-425). Organ (op. 
cit.) and Pope (1924. Am. Mus. Novit. 153:1-15) reported that 
D. quadramaculatus attach their eggs singly to the undersides of 
rocks, stones, or other support structures in small clusters that 
resemble those of D. monticola. The eggs appear as a monolayer 
when attached to flat surfaces and often as bilayers when attached 
to concave or irregular surfaces. Each egg is suspended individu-
ally from a rock or other support structure by a short elastic pedicel 
that is about 3 mm long and 1.5 mm in diameter. 

We observed a single egg mass and an associated D. quadra-
maculatus female at each of two sites in western North Carolina, 
USA: between Whim Knob and the Heintooga Overlook in the 
Great Smoky Mountains National Park, Swain Co., and from the 
Ball Creek watershed of the Nantahala Mountains, Coweeta Hy-
drological Laboratory, Macon Co. In both cases eggs were laid in 
large ovoid masses rather than in monolayers. Each mass con-
tained single eggs attached to the rock as well as several clusters 
consisting of 2-8 eggs that were attached to a common base and 
twisted about each other to form a common stalk. Trauth (1988. 
Southwest. Nat. 33:234-236) also observed D. brimleyorum egg 
masses with both single eggs and grape-like clusters of eggs in 
the same mass. Several D. monticola masses that we observed at 
the Nantahala site were laid in monolayers and all eggs were at-
tached individually to rocks as described by Pope (1924, op. cit.). 
These observations suggest that the mode of egg deposition in D. 
quadramaculatus is more variable than in other Desmognathus; 
females in some populations attach all eggs individually to rocks 
or other support structures to form a monolayer, while females in 
other populations appear to attach their eggs both singly and in 
grape-like clusters within the same clutch. 

Submitted by CHARLES K. SMITH, Department of Biol-
ogy, High Point University, High Point, North Carolina 27262, 
USA, and JAMES W. PETRANKA and REBECCA 
BARWICK, Department of Biology, University of North Caro-
lina, Asheville, North Carolina 28804-3299, USA. 

DESMOGNATHUS WELTERI (Black Mountain Salamander). 
REPRODUCTION. We are unaware of any published accounts 
of the eggs or mode of egg deposition for this species. We ob-
served four clutches on the following dates: 8 July 1995 (2), 10 
July 1993 (1), and 3 August 1994 (1) along Martin's Fork near 
Hensley's Settlement in Cumberland Gap National Historic Park, 
Bell County, Kentucky, USA. All nests were found inside packs 
of leaves and flood debris on logs or islets in the main stream 
channel and were 5-20 cm above the level of the stream surface. 
Each egg was suspended by a transparent pedicel that varied from 
4-12 mm long. Pedicels were attached to and twisted about each 
other so that the eggs of each clutch formed a grape-like cluster 
similar to that produced by D. fuscus and D. ochrophaeus (Martof 
and Rose. 1963. Amer. Midl. Nat. 69:376-425). The diameters of 
the outer egg capsules of 10 eggs from one clutch averaged 4.5 
mm (range = 4.4-4.6 mm). Three of the four clusters were ac-
companied by females that averaged 66 mm SVL (range = 60-70 
mm). Number of eggs per clutch varied from 18 to 33 and aver-
aged 26. Based on the developmental stages of eggs in July 1995 
samples, we estimate that eggs were laid no earlier than the first 
or second week of June. 

Submitted by CHARLES K. SMITH, Department of Biol-
ogy, High Point University, High Point, North Carolina 27262, 
USA, and JAMES W. PETRANKA and REBECCA 
BARWICK, Department of Biology, University of North Caro-
lina, Asheville, North Carolina 28804-3299, USA. 

DICAMPTODON COPEI (Cope's Giant Salamander). META-
MORPHOSIS and PREDATION. Only three metamorphosed 
Dicamptodon copei have been reported (Nussbaum 1976. Misc. 
Publ. Mus. Zool. Univ. Michigan 149:1-94; Jones and Corn 1989. 
Northwest. Nat. 70:37-38). This paper reports three additional 
confirmed sightings of metamorphosed D. copei within Olympic 
National Park, Washington, USA, and documents evidence of 
Thamnophis sirtalis as a natural predator of metamorphosed D. 
copei. 

On 1 August 1994, a large T sirtalis was found basking on a 
trail in N. Fork Quinault drainage (SE1/4 NW 1/4 Sec. 10 T24N 
R8W). The location was on a steep WSW slope, 1300 m, in an 
old growth stand. The snake was noticeably swollen and was 
forced to regurgitate a metamorphosed D. copei 11. 5 cm SVL. 
Its mottled pattern was identical to previous wild-caught meta-
morphosed adults. The specimen was not collected because of 
the advanced stage of decomposition. A photograph of the speci-
men is deposited in the herpetological collection at the Univer-
sity of Washington's Burke Museum (UWBM 2223). 

On 30 August 1994 at 1300 h a metamorphosed adult D. copei 
was discovered at N1/2 Sec. 14 T24N R7W, E. Fork Quinault, 
(L. Welch, pers. comm.). The animal was photographed, but not 
measured, and its color pattern was the same as the above speci-
men. We verified the identification by examination of the photo. 

On 5 May 1995 a dead, metamorphosed D. copei was found by 
D. Wiedemeier on the banks of an unnamed tributary of Solleks 
River at 610 m (NE1/4 T25N R1OW; UTM). The specimen mea-
sured 157 mm TL, 90.4 mm SVL, and weighed 19.6 g. It was 
partially decomposed and did not preserve well. The color pat-
tern was similar to the above specimens. The specimen was ex-
amined by S. Horton and verified by L. Jones. 

Submitted by PATRICK LOAFMAN, 2302 Place Road, Port 
Angeles, Washington 98363, USA, and LARRY JONES, Pa-
cific Northwest Research Station, 3625 93rd Avenue SW, Olym-
pia, Washington 98512, USA. 

PLETHODON CINEREUS (Redback Salamander). BROOD-
ING BEHAVIOR. Female Plethodon cinereus lay and brood their 
eggs within decaying logs and under logs and stones (Bishop 1943. 
Handbook of Salamanders. Comstock Publ. Co., Ithaca, New 
York. 555 pp.), remaining with them through hatching (Bachmann 
1964. Maternal Behavior of the Red-backed Salamander, Pleth-
odon cinereus. Ph.D. thesis, Univ. Michigan, Ann Arbor). Ag-
gressive defense of eggs and/or nest sites is part of the brooding 
behavior (Bachmann 1984. Herpetologica 40:436 113; Highton 
and Savage 1961. Copeia 1961:95-98). This is the first report of 
relocation of an egg cluster by P. cinereus. 

On 14 July 1991, I found a female P. cinereus attending a clutch 
of nine eggs within a decaying hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) log 
at the Toft Point Natural Area near Baileys Harbor, Door Co., 
Wisconsin, USA (T3ON R28E Sec. 15). The log crumbled apart 
when I attempted to roll it over, partly exposing the salamander 
encircling her egg mass. The salamander remained motionless 
until I disturbed a small piece of wet wood to which the egg mass 
was attached. The female then picked up the egg mass in her 
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mouth, freeing it of the pedicle, and carried it into a crevice deeper 
in the log. One or two eggs were held in the mouth with the re-
mainder of the clutch projecting in front of the salamander. 

Similar behaviors have been observed in at least one other 
plethondontid. Van Denburgh (1898. Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 37:139-
141) described a captive Ensatina eschscholtzii that "moved the 
eggs from place to place in the jar, holding them always in the 
crook of its tail," and Kessel (1954. Wasmann J. Biol. 12:133-
134) reported a wild E. eschscholtzii that carried an egg cluster in 
its mouth when disturbed. 

Field studies were funded by the Coffin Arboretum and Natu-
ral Areas Program of the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay. I 
appreciate R. G. Jaeger's comments on this manuscript. 

Submitted by DREUX J. WATERMOLEN, Bureau of Envi-
ronmental Analysis and Review, Wisconsin Department of Natu-
ral Resources, P.O. Box 7921, Madison, Wisconsin 53707-7921, 
USA. E-mail: waterd@dnr.state.wi.us.  

PLETHODON IDAHOENSIS (Coeur d'Alene Salamander). 
SNAKE PREDATION. Other than reports of attempted avian 
predation (Wilson and Simon 1985. Herpetol. Rev. 16:111), and 
possible predation by an insect (Staub 1995. Herpetol. Rev. 
26:199), no information has been published on predators of Pleth-
odon idahoensis. On three occasions (described herein) we have 
palped this species from red-sided garter snakes (Thamnophis 
sirtalis parietalis). On 24 July 1986 in the Kootenai River Gorge, 
Lincoln Co., Montana, USA, we retrieved a 2.5 cm P idahoensis 
tail tip from a fresh road-killed snake (39.5 cm SVL). On 8 June 
1987 we palped a neonate P idahoensis (1.8 cm SVL) from an 
immature T s. parietalis (18.9 cm SVL) above the W shore of 
Lake Koocanusa, Lincoln Co., Montana, USA. On 16 June 1991 
we palped another neonate (2.0 cm SVL) from an immature snake 
(21.0 cm SVL) found along the North Fork St. Joe River, Shoshone 
Co., Idaho, USA. Snakes and prey from the Montana sites were 
deposited in the Charles R. Conner Museum (CM 90-1, 90-2), 
Washington State University, Pullman. Our observations occurred 
during field surveys conducted for the USDA Forest Service and 
the Natural Heritage Programs of Idaho and Montana. 

Submitted by ALBERT G. WILSON, JR., Spokane Falls 
Community College, Department of Mathematics, Science, and 
Computing, Spokane, Washington 99204, USA, and EVELYN 
M. WILSON, College of Veterinary Medicine, Washington State 
University, Pullman, Washington 99164, USA. 

ANURA 

BUFO MARINUS (Giant Toad). ARBOREAL BEHAVIOR. On 
20 February 1992 just north of Tacuato, Peninsula de Paraguand, 
Estado Falcon, Venezuela, we observed two Bufo marinus perched 
in a 5 m high Cuji tree (Prosopis juliflora). These individuals 
were in a natural hole at the base of a large fork ca. 2.5 m above 
ground; a third specimen was observed on the following night 
while perched on a limb ca. 1 m above ground. 

Arboreal behavior has been reported in species of the B. 
typhonius group (Duellman 1978. Misc. Publ. Nat. Hist. Univ. 
Kansas 65:1-352; Duellman and Schulte 1992. Copeia 1992:162-
172; Hoogmoed 1986. In Z. Rocek (ed.), Studies in Herpetology, 
pp. 147-150. Charles Univ., Prague). This is the first record of 
arboreal behavior in B. marinus. 

We thank J. Aranguren, J. Hero, A. Martino, V. Medialdea, and 
R. Wingfield for their support. This project is partially supported  

by Fundacite-Falco (S1-9112-030 to AAR and AUM) and 
Proyecto Bufo, Covenant SCIRO-IVIC (to ML). Our thanks to 
W. E. Duellman and C. W. Painter who made comments on an 
earlier manuscript. 

Submitted by ABRAHAM MIJARES -URRUTIA, Centro de 
Investigaciones en Ecologia y Zonas Aridas, Universidad Fran-
cisco de Miranda, Apartado 7506, Coro 4101-A, Venezuela, 
MARGARITA LAMPO, Centro de Ecologia, Instituto 
Venezolano de Investigaciones Cientfficas, Apartado 21827, San 
Martin, Caracas 1020-A, Venezuela, and ALEXIS ARENDS R., 
Centro de Investigaciones en Ecologia y Zonas Aridas, 
Universidad Francisco de Miranda, Apartado 7506, Coro 4101-
A, Venezuela. 

BUFO PARACNEMIS (Kururu Guazu, Sapo Buey, Sapo Ro-
coco). DIET. Bufo paracnemis is a common frog in the Chacoan 
region of Argentina where it can be found in Jujuy southward to 
Cordoba and Santa Fe flats; Corrientes, Entre Rios, and Misiones 
(Cei 1980. Amphibians of Argentina. Monitore Zoologico Italiano 
(NS) Monog. 2:609). On 9 November 1994, between 2100-2300 
h, we collected five specimens (3 males 102.5-119.5 mm SVL; 1 
female 170.0 mm SVL; 1 juvenile 79 1 mm SVL) from an open 
area 15 km N of Corrientes Capital (27°28'S, 58°50'W) Corrientes 
State, Argentina. An analysis of the stomach contents taken from 
the males and the single female indicated that the most frequently 
taken prey items were coleopterans (N = 85; 73% [Scarabaeidae 
95.3%; Curculionidae 3.5%; Cerambycidae 1.2%]), hymenopter-
ans (mostly ants, N = 14; 12.1%), hemipterans (N = 7; 6.3%), 
orthopterans N = 5; 4.3%), and millipedes (N = 5; 4.3%). 

The volume (in cm3) of the items were coleopterans 5.5, hy-
menopterans 0.18, hemipterans 0.11, orthopterans 0.31, and mil-
lipedes 0.17. Coleopterans and hemipterans were present in all 
stomachs, hymenopterans and orthopterans in three, and milli-
pedes in two. The diet of the four B. paracnemis studied was 
dominated numerically and volumetrically by coleopterans. Bufo 
paracnemis is considered a nocturnal active forager. 

Submitted by MARTA I. DURE and ARTURO I. KEHR, 
Centro de Ecologia Aplicada del Litoral, C.C. 291, (3400) 
Corrientes, Argentina. 

BUFO TERRESTRIS (Southern Toad). EGG TOXICITY. Tox-
icity of toad (Bufo spp.) eggs to other anurans has been docu-
mented previously (Licht 1968. Herpetologica 24:93-98; Phisalix 
1922. Masson et Cie. vol. 2). However, past reports were based 
on intraperitoneal injection of toad eggs into Rana pipiens and R. 
temporaria. On 23 March 1995, while checking pitfall traps sur-
rounding an ephemeral pond on Eglin Air Force Base, Okaloosa 
County, Florida, USA (TIN, R25W, Sec. 28), I observed fatal tox-
icity of southern cricket frogs (Acris gryllus) by the eggs of south-
ern toads. 

Southern toads, entrapped while immigrating to the pond, de-
posited long strings of eggs in the shallow water within four of 
the forty-seven 18.9-liter buckets placed every 10 m along the 
outside of a cloth drift-fence. Large numbers (>30 individuals) of 
southern cricket frogs were found dead in each of the four buck-
ets containing toad eggs. All cricket frogs found in other buckets 
containing adult toads, but no eggs, were alive. Death was as-
sumed to be relatively quick based on the fact that healthy cricket 
frogs, after falling in, usually cling to the sides of the bucket above 
the water line and are easily capable of climbing out (pers. obs.). 
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In addition, no live or dying individuals were found in the four 
contaminated buckets. Cricket frogs are active throughout the day 
(Ashton and Ashton 1988. Handbook of Reptiles and Amphib-
ians of Florida. Part Three: The Amphibians. Windward Publ, 
Miami, Florida, 191 pp.), and it is likely that some of the frogs 
were caught just shortly before trap-checking at approximately 
0930 h CST. 

Besides being repelling to predators by unpalatibility (Licht 
1967. Toxicon 5:141-142), egg toxicity may benefit toads by dis-
couraging other anurans from depositing their eggs nearby, thus 
lessening larval competition for food. In addition, the affected 
water surrounding the eggs may provide a chemical barrier that 
repels potential amphibian predators such as newts. 

This observation was made in conjunction with a rare-amphib-
ian study supported by the U.S. Department of Defense Legacy 
Program. I thank Dale R. Jackson for reviewing the manuscript. 

Submitted by JOHN B. JENSEN, Florida Natural Areas In-
ventory, 1018 Thomasville Road, Suite 200-C, Tallahassee, 
Florida 32303, USA. 

BUFO WOODHOUSH and B. AMERICANUS (Woodhouse's 
Toad and American Toad). VOCALIZATION. Advertisement 
vocalizations of anurans function as premating isolating mecha-
nisms by selectively attracting conspecific mates (Blair 1941. 
Genetics 26:398-417). The absence of vocalizations in individu-
als within a chorus would greatly decrease the chances of those 
individuals obtaining mates, except in instances of satellite be-
havior. Herein I report the lack of any audible vocalizations in 
four male toads attempting to vocalize. 

On 13 June 1993 two B. woodhousii were observed attempting 
to vocalize at the Auburn University Northern Fisheries Annex 
ponds in Lee County, Alabama, USA. Each toad was observed 
for ca. 15 minutes. Both exhibited the typical upright vocaliza-
tion posture, subsequent lung inflation, and gular sac extension. 
No audible vocalizations were detected during ca. 10 attempted 
vocalizations. One partially submerged toad caused vibratory 
ripples to form along the water's surface while attempting to vo-
calize. Release vocalizations were not produced when the tho-
racic region was clasped between the forefinger and thumb. Both 
toads were marked for future identification. Four days later, one 
of the two individuals was found at the same locality vocalizing 
normally. 

On 8 March 1994 one B. americanus attempting to vocalize 
was observed in a flooded pasture off St. Rt. 147, 4.8 km N Jct. 
US Hwy. 280 /147 in Chambers County, Alabama. No audible 
advertisement vocalization was detected. Release call vocaliza-
tions were barely audible although normal release vibrations were 
exhibited. This individual and a nearby calling male were col-
lected and housed in a 36-liter terrarium. Approximately 22 h 
later, these individuals were exposed to conspecific advertisement 
call playbacks in an attempt to elicit vocalizing behavior. Attempts 
at audible vocalization were unsuccessful in the non-calling male 
and normal vocalization was elicited in the other. Subsequent ex-
posures to call playbacks in an attempt to elicit vocalization in 
these individuals were unsuccessful. 

On 16 February 1995 a single B. americanus was observed at 
Chambers County Public Fishing Lake, Alabama. This individual 
also lacked an audible advertisement vocalization and release call. 
Release vibrations appeared normal. This specimen was sacrificed 
and dissection of the gonads revealed no detectable abnormalities. 
The larynx, testes, and Bidder's organs were removed and pre-
served in Bouin's solution for future morphological analyses. 

I thank Mary T. Mendonca and James L. Dobie for their assis-
tance in dissection. 

Submitted by CHRISTOPHER J. LEARY, Department of 
Zoology and Wildlife Science, Auburn University, Auburn, Ala-
bama 36849-5414, USA. 

EUPSOPHUS EMILIOPUGINI (NCN). AGGRESSIVE BE-
HAVIOR. Aggressive behaviors in anurans include inflation of 
the lungs, elevation of the body, opening of the mouth, vocaliza-
tions, and jumps (Duellman and Trueb 1986. Biology of Am-
phibians, McGraw Hill, New York. 620 pp.). Because these be-
haviors are seldom observed, there are only scattered reports. 
Among the frogs of the family Leptodactylidae, aggressive be-
havior has been reported among members of the subfamilies 
Leptodactylinae (Leptodactylus ocellatus, L pentadactylus) 
1969. Rev. Biol. Trop. 15:323-329; Vaz-Ferreira and Gehrau 1975. 
Physis 34:114); Ceratophrinae (Lepidobatrachus llanensis, 
Ceratophrys ornata) (Barrio 1963. Physis 24:143-148), and 
Telmatobiinae (Caudiverbera caudiverbera) (Veloso 1977. Her-
petologica 33:434-4.42). Here we describe the aggressive behav-
ior of Eupsophus emiliopugini, a member of the subfamily 
Telmatobiinae, which is endemic to the temperate Nothofagus 
forests of southern Chile (Formas 1989. Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash-
ington 102:568-576). 

Aggressive behavior was observed under laboratory conditions 
(18°C). Recordings of the vocalizations were made at 19 cm/sec 
on a Uher 4000 report IC portable tape recorder and a Uher mi-
crophone. The audiospectrograms were made with a Kay 
Elemetric audiospectrograph model using the 85-8000 Hz fre-
quency scale and the narrow (45 Hz) band filter. Oscillograms 
were made with a model 564 Tektronic oscilloscope. Specimens 
and tapes were deposited in the amphibian collection of the 
Instituto de Zoologia, Universidad Austral de Chile. 

During the course of a field study of E. emiliopugini, we col-
lected 53 adults from four localities in southern Chile (12 speci-
mens from La Picada 41°4'S, 72°26'W, 8 specimens from Rio 
Lenca 41°37'S, 72°40'W, 15 specimens from Puntra 47°7'S, 
73°49'W, and 18 specimens from Yaldad 43 07'5, 73°43'W). All 
were captured during the breeding season (September to Decem-
ber). The specimens collected at Puntra (12 adult males and 3 
adult females) were transported to the laboratory and maintained 
in a plastic container together with 5 specimens of E. calcaratus 
collected at the same locality. On 22 September we heard some 
unusual sounds emanating from the box. When the box was 
opened, one of us (JRF) observed 4 adult males of E. emiliopugini 
with their mouths open and bodies elevated. When each of the 
animals was tapped on the head, it inflated its lungs, elevated the 
body further, and emitted a loud cry with the mouth open. This 
behavior was elicited 3-7 times in each specimen by tapping on 
the head or dorsum. 

The description of the cry of E. emiliopugini is based on 17 
cries produced by the four males (46.7-50.6 mm SVL) observed 
in the laboratory at 18°C and recorded immediately after being 
tapped. The cry consisted of a single note in 12 cases, although 
secondary notes were detected in 5 cases. The structure of the 
primary note is modulated and the presumed harmonics are well 
differentiated. The intervals between presumed harmonics aver-
age 317.7 (range 308-319) Hz. The mean duration is 0.98 (range 
0.35-1.81) sec. The fundamental frequency ranges between 200 
and 340 Hz, and dominant frequency ranges between 3230 and 
6250 Hz (Fig. 1). The cry is pulsatile, and the pulses are more 
concentrated in the middle of the cry (Fig. lc). Each pulse starts 
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use 1 sec. 

FIG. 1. Aggressive vocalizations and advertisement calls of male Eupsophus 
emiliopugini. Refer to text for details. 

with maximum amplitude and gradually decreases k h z 
throughout (Fig. Id). 	 8 - 

When the cry of E. emiliopugini is compared with 
its advertisement call (Fig. lb) some major differences 
are obvious. The advertisement call is characteristi-
cally composed of two notes. Both are similar in du-
ration (mean = 0.20 ± 0.027 sec.) and have 27 pulses 
(mean) per note. The fundamental frequency ranges 
from 63-83 Hz and the dominant frequency ranges 
from 729-1320 Hz (Formas 1989, op. cit.). The cry 
of E. emiliopugini is emitted out of water with the 
mouth open, whereas the advertisement call is pro-
duced with the mouth closed while the males are par-
tially submerged. 

Submitted by J. RAMON FORMAS, Instituto de 0 
Zoologia, Universidad Austral de Chile, Casilla 567-
Valdivia, Chile, and VICTOR POBLETE, Instituto 
de Acustica, Universidad Austral de Chile, Casilla 
567-Valdivia, Chile. 

a 

.3 .6 .9 1.5 
sec. 

HYLA FEMORALIS (Pine Woods Treefrog). PRE-
DATION. Anuran larvae and adults are preyed upon 
by many species of vertebrates as well as a host of 
aquatic invertebrates (Duellman and Trueb 1986. 
Biology of Amphibians. McGraw-Hill, New York. 
670 pp.). Prominent among the invertebrate preda-
tors are dytiscid beetles (Allen 1967. Pan-Pacific Ent. 
43:113-117; Hinshaw and Sullivan 1990. J. Herpetol. 
24:196-197) and odonate larvae (Caldwell et al. 1980. 
Oecologia 46:285-289; Heyer et al. 1975. Biotropica 
7:100-111). Spiders are also known to take anurans 
(Bastos et al. 1994. Herpetol. Rev. 25:118; Goin 1943. Proc. 
Florida Acad. Sci. 6:143-154; Groves and Groves 1978. Bull. 
Maryland Herp. Soc. 14:44-46; Neill 1948. Herpetologica 4:158). 

On 27 July 1995, I collected a Hyla femoralis tadpole from 
One Shot Pond, a temporary pond located on the Katharine 
Ordway Preserve-Carl Swisher Memorial Sanctuary, Putnam Co., 
Florida, USA. At time of collection a spider was feeding on the 
tadpole. The spider later was identified as a juvenile Dolomedes 
sp. (Pisauridae), likely Dolomedes triton. The spider maintained 
its grasp on the tadpole for approximately two minutes following 
dip net capture of both individuals. After the spider released the 
tadpole, both were placed in 10% buffered formalin. The tadpole 
apparently had been bitten prior to collection. It did not struggle 
when dropped into the preservative and digestion of the tissue 
immediately surrounding the bite already had begun. The loca-
tion of the spider's bite was visible on the tail musculature of the 
tadpole just posterior to the body (Fig. 1). The tadpole had a body 
length of 11.7 mm and a total length of 27.8 mm (Altig 1970. 
Herpetologica 26:180-207) and was in Gosner stage 40 (Gosner 
1960. Herpetologica 16:183-190). The combined cephalothorax-
abdomen length of the spider was 10.1 mm. 

Fishing spiders of the genus Dolomedes are known to prey upon 
recently transformed frogs as well as adults of species with small 
body size (Bastos et al., op. cit.; Neill, op. cit.). Dolomedes is 
also known to prey upon tadpoles (Foelix 1982. Biology of Spi-
ders. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 304 
pp.). To my knowledge, this is the first account of Dolomedes 
feeding on a Hyla femoralis tadpole. Although fishing spiders 
will eat tadpoles, their significance as tadpole predators, com-
pared to other invertebrates such as dragonfly larvae and preda-
ceous diving beetles, is unknown and in need of further study. 

I thank D. A. Johnson for drafting Fig. 1 and G. B. Edwards for 
identifying the spider. 

FIG. 1. Hyla femoralis tadpole showing spider bite location (arrow). 
Scale bar = 10 mm. 

Submitted by STEVE A. JOHNSON, Department of Wildlife 
Ecology and Conservation, University of Florida, Gainesville, 
Florida 32611, USA. 

MIXOPHYES FASCIOLATUS (Great Barred Frog). TADPOLE 
PREDATION. Observations of predation on tadpoles in the wild 
are rare, yet each observation adds to our limited knowledge of 
the ecology of amphibian communities. At 1215 h on 19 Febru-
ary 1995, at the Mount William branch of upper Cattle Creek in 
the rainforest of Eungella National Park, east-central Queensland, 
Australia (148°36'10"E, 21 °01'48"S), we observed the predation 
of a Mixophyes fasciolatus tadpole (ca. 40 nun total length) by an 
azure kingfisher (Alcedo azurea). The kingfisher spent a few min-
utes perched on a stump about 70 cm above a slow-flowing pool, 
before it dived into the pool and caught a tadpole. The bird then 
flew to a nearby perch and swallowed the tadpole head first, show-
ing no indication that the tadpole was distasteful. 
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We have often observed kingfishers along the streams, and tad-
poles of M. fasciolatus and other species are common in many of 
the slow-flowing pools, suggesting that predation events of this 
type may be frequent. While many studies have concentrated on 
tadpole predation (Alford, in press. In R. Altig and R. W. 
McDiarmid (eds.), Biology of Anuran Larvae. Univ. Chicago 
Press, Chicago, Illinois), few have considered the effect of birds 
as predators. Birds are known to readily feed on tadpoles 
(Beiswenger 1981. Copeia 1981:459-460; Black 1970. Bull. 
Oklahoma Ornith. Soc. 3:33-34; Crump and Vaira 1991. Herpe-
tologica 47:316-321), and kingfishers, by their aquatic predatory 
nature and habitual proximity to water bodies, are potentially sig-
nificant predators of tadpoles. Because this type of predation has 
been rarely documented for pond tadpoles and perhaps never re-
corded for stream-dwelling tadpoles (Barker and Vestjens 1989. 
The Food of Australian Birds. Vol. 1—Non-passerines. CSIRO 
Division of Wildlife and Ecology, Lyneham, A.C.T.), the extent 
of this type of predation remains unknown. 

Submitted by E. E. BOLITHO and R. W. R. RETALLICK, 
Department of Zoology, James Cook University, Townsville, 
Queensland 4811, Australia. 

PHYLLOMEDUSA DISTINCTA (Leaf-frog). PREDATION. 
Phyllomedusine frogs generally display green dorsal coloration 
that may function as concealment. The vivid colors often present 
on concealed surfaces and flanks of these frogs may warn poten-
tial predators about the presence of skin toxins (Duellman and 
Trueb 1986. Biology of Amphibians. McGraw-Hill, New York. 
670 pp.), or they may produce a startle effect by sudden changes 
in body shape and color patterns (Endler 1986. In Feder and Lauder 
(eds.), Predator-Prey Relationships, pp. 109-134. Univ. Chicago 
Press, Chicago and London). 

Leaf-frogs and their predators were studied at the Atlantic For-
est Reserve of the Parque Estadual de Carlos Botelho (24° 12'S, 
47°55'W, 60 m elev.), Sete Barras, Sao Paulo, southeastern Bra-
zil. Observations were made at a pond (ca. 20 m x 7 m) adjacent 
to a lawn with a few trees and small shrubs. Aquatic vegetation 
was sparse and concentrated at the pond edges. The surrounding 
vegetation is tropical rainforest. Climate is wet-mesothermic. 

On 13 November 1991 (1100 h; 24.5°C), I observed a water 
snake, Liophis miliaris, ingesting a clutch of Phyllomedusa 
distincta eggs enclosed in a leaf of a shrub (Melastornataceae), 
ca. 50 cm above the water surface. The snake introduced its head 
into the upper part of the clutch, thereby forcing open the glued 
leaf, after which it ingested about half of the eggs. With my ap-
proach the snake fled. The snake returned after 70 min and started 
to ingest another clutch in the same manner. Again, my approach 
caused the snake to flee. 

In the study area, L miliaris is the most commonly observed 
snake, and accounted for 8 of 15 sightings of snakes around the 
pond. This snake has variable habits and a generalist diet (Michaud 
and Dixon 1989. Herpetol. Rev. 20:39-41), hunting in or at the 
edge of water. It rarely climbs in vegetation. Due to its abun-
dance, L miliaris probably is an important predator of P distincta 
eggs. 

On 11 December 1991 (31°C; 0945 h), I observed the colubrid 
snake Chironius exoletus seizing a male P distincta on a tree 
branch at the edge of the pond. The snake tried to ingest the prey 
headfirst, but the frog firmly grasped the branch with its hindlegs. 
After about 5 min, the snake pulled the leaf-frog from the branch 
and, with its head raised, began ingestion, which took ca. 25 min. 
During the next hour, the snake did not show any sign of discom- 

fort [see Sazima (1974. J. Herpetol. 8:376-377) for a report of 
Phyllomedusa rohdei being regurgitated by snakes]. In my study 
area, individuals of C. exoletus are common at the pond edges, 
where they hunt for frogs in the vegetation. This species accounted 
for 4 of 15 sightings of snakes around the pond. While I observed 
one C. exoletus investigating bromeliads on a tree, a treefrog 
jumped from there and fled to the pond and, in spite of the tree's 
height (ca. 4 m), the snake made its way to the ground searching 
for the frog, flicking its tongue. Chironius exoletus may be an 
important predator of P distincta adults as these frogs remain in 
torpor (sensu Blaylock et al. 1976. Copeia 1976:283-295) on the 
vegetation during the day and have no efficient escape move-
ments (pers. obs.). 

I am grateful to A. J. Cardoso for guidance during my M. Sc. 
dissertation. I also thank C. F. B. Haddad, I. Sazima, A. Abe, and 
P. S. Oliveira for valuable suggestions, the Conselho Nacional de 
Desenvolvimento Cientifico e Tecnoldgico for financial support 
(proc. 130337/90-0) and the Instituto Florestal de Sao Paulo for 
permission to study in the Parque Estadual de Carlos Botelho. 

Submitted by LUCIANO MENDES CASTANHO, Depto. de 
Zoologia, UNESP, Caixa Postal 199, C-P 13506-900, Rio Clam, 
SP, Brasil. 

RANA SAKURAH (Brown Stream Frog). ENDOPARASITES. 
Rana sakuraii is known only from Honshu Island, Japan where it 
occurs from Kanto to Kinki Districts (Maeda and Matsui 1990. 
Frogs and Toads of Japan. Bun-Ichi Sogo Shuppan Co., Ltd. To-
kyo, Japan, 207 pp.). In this note we report on an examination of 
the gastrointestinal tracts from 5 R. sakuraii collected on Tanzawa 
Mountain, ca 700 m elev., (35°22'N, 139°04'E), Kanagawa Pre-
fecture, Honshu Island, Japan, 14 April 1993; N = 5, mean SVL = 
47 mm ± 3.6 SD, range 42-51 mm. Frogs were deposited in the 
herpetology collection of the Natural History Museum of Los 
Angeles County (LACM 141210-141214). 

The body cavity was opened by a longitudinal incision from 
throat to vent. The esophagus, stomach, small and large intestine 
were removed and examined separately using a dissecting mi-
croscope. Each parasite was removed and identified using a glyc-
erol wet mount. 

The endoparasite fauna of R. sakuraii consisted of the 
cosmocercid nematode, Cosmocerca japonica (prevalence: num-
ber infected individuals/number individuals examined = 80%; 
mean intensity: mean number helminths per infected host = 2; 
infection site: small and large intestines) and the acanthoceph-
Man, Acanthocephalus lucidus (prevalence = 60%; mean inten-
sity =1; infection site: small intestine). All our findings represent 
new host records. Helminths were deposited in the U.S. National 
Parasite Collection, Beltsville, Maryland 20705, USA: 
Cosmocerca japonica USNPC 85334; Acanthocephalus lucidus 
USNPC 85335. 

We thank Tatsuo Ishihara (Hakone Woodland Museum, 
Hakone) for the collection of R. sakuraii. 

Submitted by STEPHEN R. GOLDBERG, Department of 
Biology, Whittier College, Whittier, California 90608, USA, 
CHARLES R. BURSEY, Department of Biology, Pennsylvania 
State University, Shenango Valley Campus, 147 Shenango Av-
enue, Sharon, Pennsylvania 16146, USA, and HAY CHEAM, 
Department of Biology, Whinier College, Whittier, California 
90608, USA. 
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TESTUDINES 

TRACHEMYS SCRIPTA ELEGANS (Red-eared Slider) RE-
PRODUCTION. I report the largest known clutch for Trache-
mys scripta elegans and one of the largest known for the Emydi-
nae (sensu Ernst and Barbour 1984. Turtles of the World. Smith-
sonian Inst. Press, Washington, D.C., 313 pp.). The female (250 
mm plastral length, 3125 g gravid body mass) was collected cross-
ing the Illinois River Road, near Pohlman Slough in Calhoun Co., 
Illinois, USA (NE1/4 Sec. 15, T13S, RIW) on 16 June 1995. The 
largest clutch reported range-wide for this species (excluding tropi-
cal races) is 25 eggs (Ernst et al. 1994. Turtles of the United States 
and Canada. Smithsonian Inst. Press, Washington, D.C., 578 pp.). 
The clutch reported herein is equivalent to the largest clutch re-
ported for tropical races (Moll and Moll 1990. In J. W. Gibbons 
(ed.), Life History and Ecology of the Slider Turtle, pp. 152-161. 
Smithsonian Inst. Press, Washington, D.C.). Among other Emy-
dinae, only Pseudemys nelsoni (31 eggs/clutch) and P. rubriventris 
(35 eggs/clutch) have been reported to lay larger clutches. Clearly, 
this is an exceptionally large clutch for T s. elegans which has 
been reported to lay between 2 and 23 eggs per clutch (Ernst et al. 
1994, op. cit.) 

The 30 eggs averaged 12.09 g mass (range = 8.71-13.51 g, SD 
= 1.04 g), 35.9 nun long (range = 35.0-40.1 mm, SD = 1.12 nun), 
and 23.9 mm wide (range = 21.2-25.0 nun, SD = 1.14 nun) shortly 
after induced oviposition (Ewert and Legler 1978. Herpetologica 
34:314-318). After 70 days of incubation at ambient tempera-
tures ranging between 22.1 and 34.6°C, 29 of the eggs hatched. 
Hatchlings averaged 9.30 g mass (range = 7.92-10.26 g, SD = 
0.53 g), 32.4 mm carapacial length (range = 30.9-34.2 mm, SD = 
0.78 mm), 31.3 carapacial width (range = 29.0-33.1 mm, SD = 1. 
11 mm), and 31.1 mm plastral length (range = 29. 6-32. 6 mm, 
SD = 0.87 mm) . 

Submitted by JOHN K. TUCKER, Illinois Natural History 
Survey, Long Term Resource Monitoring Program Pool 26, 4134 
Alby Street, Alton, Illinois 62002, USA. 

LACERTILIA 

ANOLIS SCRIPTUS (Silver Key /mole). ENDOPARASITES. 
Anolis scriptus occurs on the Bahama Islands and the Turks and 
Caicos Islands (Schwartz and Henderson 1991. Amphibians and 
Reptiles of the West Indies. Descriptions, Distributions, and Natu-
ral History. University of Florida Press, Gainesville, '720 pp.). We 
know of no published reports on the endoparasites of A. scriptus. 
The purpose of this note is to report on an examination of gas-
trointestinal tracts from 25 A. scriptus. Specimens were borrowed 
from the Museum of Natural History, University of Kansas (KU) 
(mean snout-vent length (SVL) = 56.8 mm ± 5.4 SD, range = 45-
68 nun). Specimens were collected during 1961-1976. Seven (KU 
247798-247799; 247808; 247815; 247817; 247822; 247829) were 
from North Caicos (71°80'W, 21°90'N); thirteen (KU 247832-
247834; 247848; 247873; 247924-247925; 247932; 247934; 
247939-247942) were from Middle Caicos (71°60'W, 21°50'N); 
five (KU 247944-247946; 247950-247951) were from East 
Caicos (71°30'W, 21 °40'N). 

The body cavity was opened and the gastrointestinal tract was 
removed by cutting across the anterior esophagus and the rectum. 
Esophagus, stomach, small intestine, and large intestine were ex-
amined using a dissecting microscope. The only parasites present 
were nematodes which were removed and identified using a glyc-
erol wet mount. 

Five species were present: Abbreviata sp. (larvae only) (preva-
lence: number infected individuals/number individuals examined 
= 4%, mean intensity: mean number nematodes per infected host 
= 4.0); Moaciria alvarengai (prevalence = 16%, mean intensity = 
1.0); Parapharyngodon cubensis (prevalence = 12%, mean in-
tensity = 1.7); Physaloptera squamatae (prevalence = 44%, mean 
intensity = 4.1); Spauligodon caymanensis (prevalence = 4%, 
mean intensity = 34.0). Anolis scriptus is a new host record for 
the above five nematode species. All nematodes previously have 
been found in other Caribbean anoles; however, M. alvarengai is 
known previously only in the skink, Mabuya maculata from 
Fernado de Noronha, Brazil (3°51'S, 32°25'W) (Baker 1987. 
Mem. Univ. Newfoundland Occas. Pap. Biol. 11:1325). Nema-
todes were deposited in the U.S. National Parasite Collection, 
(USNPC), Beltsville, Maryland 20705, USA: Abbreviata sp. 
85445; Moaciria alvarengai 85446; Parapharyngodon cubensis 
85447; Physaloptera squamatae 85448; Spauligodon caymanensis 
85449. 

We thank William E. Duellman (Museum of Natural History, 
University of Kansas) for permission to examine A. scriptus. 

Submitted by STEPHEN R. GOLDBERG, Department of 
Biology, Whittier College, Whittier, California 90608, USA, 
CHARLES R. BURSEY, Department of Biology, Pennsylvania 
State University, Shenango Valley Campus, 147 Shenango Av-
enue, Sharon, Pennsylvania 16146, USA, and LESLIE N. 
AJIMINE, Department of Biology, Whittier College, Whittier, 
California 90608, USA. 

CNEMIDOPHORUS MURINUS RUTHVENI. (Bonaire Island 
Whiptail Lizard). SEEDS IN DIET. On Bonaire, Netherlands 
Antilles, 10-44% (depending on site) of the annual diet of 
Cnemidophorus murinus consists of fruit from a variety of plant 
species (Dearing and Schall 1992. Ecology 73:845-858). The fruit 
of the shrub, Erithalis fruticosa (Rubiaceae), is among the most 
commonly eaten. As C. murinus is exceptionally abundant on the 
island (Bennett and Gorman 1979. Oecologia 42:339-358), the 
whiptail lizards could play an important role in the dispersal of 
the seeds of E. fruticosa, provided the seeds can tolerate passage 
through the gut of the animals. 

I compared the germination success of E. fruticosa seeds re-
moved from mature fruits still on the shrubs to that of seeds ex-
tracted from feces found in the natural habitat of the lizards. In a 
single morning in January, I visited the Karpata site of Dearing 
and Schall (ibid). At this site, fully 60% of the diet of C. murinus 
consists of the fruits of E. fruticosa during the autumn and winter 
rainy season. I collected mature fruit from ten shrubs as well as 
sun-dried feces found lying on the ground surface and tops of 
rocks used as perches by the lizards. After extracting the seeds of 
E. fruticosa from both fruit and feces, the seeds were planted in a 
standard germination medium used in horticulture (1:1 vermicu-
lite and perlite). The medium was kept moist and the flats were 
placed under full-spectrum VitalitesTM kept on 24 h per day in a 
room set at 28°C. I planted 150 seeds taken from feces in one 27 
x 40 cm flat, and another 150 seeds from the fruits in another 
similar flat. 

Seedlings emerged from the medium from 30 to 61 days after 
planting. No additional seedlings emerged during the next 30 days, 
after which the medium was discarded. Six seedlings emerged 
from seeds harvested directly from the fruits, and eight from those 
removed from feces (4 and 5% germination success). There was 
no significant difference in germination success for the two groups 
(G-test, P > 0.05). 
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Although many taxa of animals have been identified as impor-
tant seed dispersers, few data are available on potential seed dis-
persal by herbivorous lizards (Iverson 1985. J. Herpetol. 19:292-
293). For example, little is known about the tolerance of seeds 
within the fruit for passage through the digestive tract of a lizard. 
Iverson (ibid.) found that seeds of Coccoloba uvifera 
(Polygonacae) that passed through the gut of Cyclura had slightly 
higher germination success than control seeds removed from fruits; 
this suggests that being consumed by a lizard might actually fa-
cilitate germination of some seeds. The results presented here show 
that at least some of the seeds of E. fruticosa survive both pas-
sage through the gut of C. murinus as well as some unknown 
period of time lying on the surface of the ground and rocks on 
Bonaire island. Also, the results hint that passage through the liz-
ards' alimentary tract does not facilitate germination because a 
similar percentage of seeds from the fruit and feces produced seed-
lings. 

The research was funded by a grant from the Whitehall Foun-
dation. 

Submitted by JOS. J. SCHALL, Department of Biology, Uni-
versity of Vermont 05405, USA. 

SERPENTES 

AGKISTRODON PISCIVORUS LEUCOSTOMA (Western Cot-
tonmouth). CARRION FEEDING. At 1640 h CST on 7 June 
1994, Larry Wood and I observed carrion feeding by a cotton-
mouth, Agkistrodon piscivorus leucostoma, at the Chickasaw Na-
tional Wildlife Refuge, 15 km NW Ripley, Lauderdale Co., Ten-
nessee, USA. We came upon a large individual, ca. 100-110 cm 
in total length, stretched on the road, feeding on a snake. On 
closer examination, it was obvious that the cottonmouth was eat-
ing a road-killed snake whose body was dried and flattened and 
showed the marks of having been run over. It appeared to be a 
colubrid, probably a Nerodia sp. We approached the cottonmouth, 
photographed it, whereupon it moved through the gravel to a 
flooded ditch beside the road and disappeared into the water. We 
could not verify how the snake found and began feeding on the 
roadkill, as it had swallowed a substantial part of the carrion be-
fore we arrived. 

Gloyd and Conant (1990, Snakes of the Agkistrodon Complex: 
A Monographic Review, pp. 238-239, SSAR) indicate that this 
subspecies occasionally eats "insects and carrion." Wharton 
(1966. Copeia 1966:149-161) noted A. piscivorus feeding on fish 
dropped from heron nests, and Berna and Gibbons (1991, Herpe-
tol. Rev. 22:130-131) observed an A. p. piscivorus attempt to eat 
a dead Nerodia erythrogaster erythrogaster. This observation is 
further indication of the opportunistic foraging behavior of this 
snake (Keiser 1993. Herpetol. Rev. 24:34; Studenroth 1991. Her-
petol. Rev. 22:60). 

I am indebted to Bill Redmond and Floyd Scott for encourag-
ing me to prepare this note, and to Floyd Scott for assistance. 
Ray Burkett kindly reviewed the manuscript. 

Submitted by PAUL B. HAMEL, USDA Forest Service, South-
ern Research Station, Southern Hardwoods Lab., P.O. Box 227, 
Stoneville, Mississippi 38776, USA. 

COLUBER VIRIDIFLAVUS (European Whip Snake). CANNI- 
BALISM. Reports of snakes feeding on eggs of their own spe- 
cies are exceptional in free-ranging individuals. The European 

whip snake Coluber viridiflavus occasionally feeds on snakes 
(Duron et Acolat 1957. Ann. Sci. Univ. Besancon 6:179-183), 
but only one record of cannibalism involving a large male (130 
cm total length) feeding on a young conspecific (60 cm total 
length) has been reported from the field (Naulleau 1984. Rev. Fr. 
Aquar. 1984:32-35). 

We found a large male (144 cm total length, 106 cm SVL, 407 
g) killed on the road on 9 July 1995 (C.E.B.C., Forest of Chize, 
Road N° D53, 46°07N 0°25W, Departement des Deux Sevres, 
west central France) with three snake eggs in its stomach and one 
in its intestine. The eggs were in good condition indicating that 
they had recently been ingested. They were identified as belong-
ing to Coluber viridiflavus, based upon their general appearance, 
shape, and size. The mean egg length (3.92 ± 0.32 cm, N = 4) was 
similar to mean egg length (4.30 ± 0.58 cm, N = 53) obtained 
from clutches of 8 females (ANOVA, F1,52 = 1.68, P = 0.183). In 
addition, Coluber viridiflavus is the only large snake species lay-
ing eggs between mid-June and early July in our study area (the 
second largest oviparous snake, the Aesculapian snake Elaphe 
longissima, lays eggs between late July and early August). The 
accidentally killed male was found 15 m from a communal nest-
ing site used by female whip snakes (Capula and Luiselli 1995. 
Herpetol. Rev. 26:38-39). We have regularly found vitellogenic 
female C. viridiflavus sheltered under slabs at the entrance of the 
nesting site, and also have caught adults males and observed mat-
ing at the same place. Apparently males can exploit nesting sites 
not only for mating but also to feed on eggs of their own species. 

Submitted by LAURENT SCHMIDLIN, XAVIER BON-
NET, and CHRISTIAN TEGE, Centre d'Etudes Biologiques 
de Chize, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 79360 
Villiers en Bois, Deux Sevres, France. 

CROTALUS DURISSUS (Neotropical Rattlesnake) PREY. Al-
though rodents are the predominant prey of Crotalus durissus, 
these pitvipers are also known to feed to a lesser extent on birds 
and lizards (Salornao et al. 1995. Stud. Neotrop. Fauna Environ. 
30(2):101-106; Vanzolini et al. 1980. Repteis da Caatinga, pp. 68 
and 110. Acad. Bras. Cienc.) Here we report the lizard, Ameiva 
ameiva as prey of an adult C. durissus. The snake is a female 
(Institute Butantan (IB) 15935; 743 mm SVL) from Sao Paulo, 
Brazil (21°12'S and 50°25'W) captured on 19 January 1954 (sum-
mer). Its stomach contents showed the presence of ventral and 
dorsal scales, as well as the feet of A. ameiva, ingested head first. 
The total length of the lizard (400 mm) was estimated from the 
size of bones and scales. 

We thank H. Ferrarezzi and M. T. U. Rodrigues for the identifi-
cation of the lizard and discussions, 0. A. V. Marques for the 
suggestion to prepare the manuscript, M. G. Salomao for com-
ments and translation into English, and F. C. Costa for final revi-
sion. 

Submitted by SELMA MARIA ALMEIDA SANTOS (to 
whom correspondence should be addressed) and VALDIR JOSE 
GERMANO, Laboratorio de Herpetologia, Instituto Butantan, 
Av. Dr. Vital Brazil, 1500, Butanta, Sao Paulo - 05503-900, Bra-
zil. 

CROTALUS EXSUL LORENZOENSIS (San Lorenzo Island 
Rattlesnake). ARBOREAL BEHAVIOR. On 7 July 1995 at ca. 
2200 h, in an arroyo on the southwest side of Isla San Lorenzo 
Sur, Baja California, Mexico, an adult Crotalus exsul lorenzoensis 
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was observed active on the ground near the margins of an el-
ephant tree (Bursera microphylla). When approached, the snake 
climbed into the lower branches of the tree and ascended to a 
height of 2.0 m above the substrate, eventually coming to a rest 
and coiling in the upper branches. This behavior suggests that 
this population is partially arboreal in its habits. Similar arboreal 
tendencies have been observed in the insular rattlesnakes C. enyo 
cerralvensis (McGuire 1991. Herpetol. Rev. 22:100) and C. 
catalinensis (L. Grismer, pers. comm.). A total of three C. exsul 
lorenzoensis were observed within the arroyo, two of which had 
degenerate rattles. It is of interest that C. catalinensis also lacks a 
rattle. These species' arboreal tendencies and the loss of a rattle 
may be linked to the predation of birds or other arboreal animals 
(Grismer, pers. comm.). 

Submitted by BRADFORD D. HOLLINGSWORTH, Depart-
ment of Natural Sciences, Loma Linda University, Loma Linda, 
California 92350, USA, and ERIK MELLINK, Centro de 
Investigacion Cientifica y de Educacion Superior de Ensenada, 
B.C., Apdo. Postal 2732, Ensenada, Baja California, Mexico. 

CROTALUS HORRIDUS (Timber Rattlesnake). REPRODUC-
TIVE PHENOLOGY. Estimates of parturition dates for Crota-
lus horridus in nature, based on the finding of postpartum fe-
males with premolt neonates, range from early August to early 
October, Between 1969 and 1990, I found postpartum females 
with litters from 9 August to 16 October with latest known partu-
rition on 3 October. The years of 1991 and 1992 represented ex- 

tremes in active season temperatures and provided records both 
earlier and later than previously observed (Martin 1992. In J. A. 
Campbell and E. D. Brodie, Jr. (eds.), Biology of the Pitvipers, 
pp. 259-277. Selva, Tyler, Texas). 

Female C. horridus usually stay with their young 7- 10 days 
and neonates usually molt within 8 - 16 days of birth (Martin 1992, 
op. cit.); thus, the timing of parturition can be estimated within a 
week to 10 days when a postpartum female is present with a litter 
of premolt neonates. Most of the observations in this note were 
made in the northern portion of the Blue Ridge physiographic 
region from the Catoctin and South Mountain complex in Mary-
land southward to Shenandoah National Park in Virginia (USA). 
Additional observations were made at two sites located on the 
Allegheny Plateau in central Pennsylvania and northern West Vir-
ginia (USA). 

Parturition dates in 1992, a year with an unusually cool, wet 
growing season, were 4-6 weeks later than those in 1991 when 
the growing season was much longer, hotter, and drier than usual. 
The earliest parturition occurred between 31 July and 3 August 
1991 as a female was found pregnant on 30 July and postpartum 
with young on 4 August. The latest birthing probably occurred 
shortly after 10 October 1992 as a pregnant female was found on 
that date accompanied by a postpartum female with a litter ap-
parently born within a day. 

In 1992 at a high elevation Allegheny Plateau site located in 
Grant Co., West Viriginia, pregnant females entered hibernation 
carrying unborn young (Table 1) just as they had done in 1989. 
Neither those females nor young from the 1989 and 1992 cohorts 

TABLE 1. Significant observations of Crotalus horridus litters with postpartum females and near-term pregnant females are shown for the years 
1991, 1992, and 1994 (reproduction was low in 1993 and no significant observations were made). The date of observation is followed by the number 
of litters and the number of pregnant females. An asterisk indicates the pregnant females returned to the overwintering den for parturition and two 
asterisks indicate the pregnant females entered hibernation without birthing. Temperature departures from the mean for Shenandoah National Park 
Headquarters at Luray, Virginia for the April—September period were +1.7°C in 1991, —1.1°C in 1992, and 0.0°C in 1994. 

Site location and elevation 
1991 

# litters/ 
# pregnant females 

1992 
# litters/ 

# pregnant females 

1994 
# litters/ 

# pregnant females 

Virginia: Warren Co.. 450 m 4 August 1:0 31 August 1:1 18 August 0:1 

Virginia: Warren Co„ 525 m 4 August 0:0 31 August 0:2 18 August 1:1 

Virginia: Page Co., 700 m 19 August 0:6 18 September 1:7 31 August 2:4 

Virginia: Rappahannock Co., 777 m 10 October 1:1 15 September 0:0 

Virginia: Madison Co., 850 m 1 September 7:2 3 October 1:5 17 September 3:0 

Virginia: Greene Co., 965 m 30 August 0:1 3 October 0:0 17 September 3:0 

4 September 1:0 27 September 1*:0 

Maryland: Washington Co., 400 m 6 August 1:0 10 September 2:4 29 August 1:0 

West Viriginia: Jefferson Co., 400 m 14 August 2:1 19 September 2:3 21 August 1:6 

West Viriginia: Grant Co., 1070 m 31 August 7:1 28 September 0:2 16 September 0:5 

15 October 0:0** 25 September 1*:0 

Pennsylvania: Centre Co., 475 m 8 August 1:9 
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have been found. Significantly, in 1994, a year in which active 
season temperatures were near normal, at least one pregnant fe-
male seen at a birthing rookery in mid-September at the Grant 
Co. site, as well as a female from a high elevation Blue Ridge 
site, returned to overwintering dens for parturition at the time 
when ingress was in progress in late September (Table 1). 

Submitted by W. H. MARTIN, Route 3, Box 804, Harpers 
Ferry, West Viriginia 25425, USA. 

CROTALUS HORRIDUS (Timber Rattlesnake). CLIMBING. 
While tracking timber rattlesnakes (N = 12) during a telemetry 
study in Nacogdoches County, Texas, USA, we captured an im-
mature female C. horridus (75.4 cm SVL, 173.5 g WT) on 1 April 
1993 and implanted a transmitter subcutaneously. On 10 August 
1993 we located the snake 3.5 m above ground on small limbs (1 
cm diam) of an 11 cm DBH American hornbeam (Carpinus 
caroliniana). On 18 August 1993 the snake was found 52 m from 
the previous location on the ground. Nine months later, 5 May 
1994, we found the same snake 7 m up in a tangle of greenbriar 
(Smilax sp.) and small limbs of a 40 cm DBH willow oak (Quer-
cus phellos). The next time we found the snake, 10 May 1994, it 
was found in small tertiary limbs 9 m above ground in the same 
tree, which is much higher than ever reported for this snake spe-
cies. 

The size of the rattlesnake was probably an important factor in 
its ability to climb. Rudolph (1990. Wilson Bull. 102(1):14-22) 
found that smaller Elaphe obsoleta were more adept climbers than 
larger ones, so it is not surprising that the only rattlesnake we 
observed climbing was the smallest in the study (snakes ranged 
in size from 75.4 cm SVL, 173.5 g to 137.2 cm SVL, 2654 g). 
We did not find evidence of a bird nest or flood waters in the 
immediate vicinity of the climbing snake which might cause this 
unusual behavior. 

We thank Fred L. Rainwater, Paul D. Klawinski, and Bob R. 
Fleet for constructive comments on an early draft of this note. 

Submitted by DANIEL SAENZ, SHIRLEY J. BURGDORF, 
D. CRAIG RUDOLPH, and C. MICHAEL DURAN, Wildlife 
Habitat and Silviculture Laboratory, Southern Research Station, 
USDA Forest Service, Nacogdoches, Texas 75962, USA. In co-
operation with the College of Forestry, Stephen F. Austin State 
University, Nacogdoches, Texas 75962, USA. 

CROTALUS LEPIDUS (Rock Rattlesnake). AQUATIC BE-
HAVIOR. On 5 August 1995 at ca. 1700 h, MST, I observed 
aquatic behavior in Crotalus lepidus at the South Fork Negrito 
Creek (NW 1/4 of SW 1/4 Sec. 32, T8S, R17W, elevation ca. 
2141 m), Catron County, New Mexico, USA. Here, the creek flows 
through a rocky, sheer-sided canyon 73 m deep, where several C. 
lepidus were observed. I observed a C. lepidus (40 cm TL) sub-
merged in a 1 m deep, 2 m x 3 m pool; air temperature was ap-
proximately 35°C while the water was approximately 16°C. The 
snake was lying on a rock ledge under 0.5 m water adjacent to the 
central, deepest portion of the pool. The snake was completely 
submerged with its head and anterior portion of body elevated 
and suspended over the deeper water. Numerous small fishes also 
were in the pool swimming in the deep water. It appeared the 
rattlesnake could have been foraging for these fish. After observ-
ing the snake for several minutes I disturbed it while attempting 
to catch it. The snake swam to the surface and then across to the 
edge of the pool. I subsequently was unable to find it. 

Crotalus lepidus swims well, although aquatic behavior in rattle-
snakes is rare (Klauber 1972. Rattlesnakes: Their Habits, Life 
Histories, and Influence on Mankind. 2nd ed. Univ. California 
Press, Berkeley. 1533 pp.). The aquatic behavior I observed may 
be attributable to either thermoregulation or foraging. Crotalus 
lepidus is mostly diurnal but seeks cool shelter during the hottest 
part of the day (Ernst 1992. Venomous Reptiles of North America. 
Smithsonian Inst. Press., Washington. 236 pp.). Cool water could 
offer such a shelter. Unlike most rattlesnakes, C. lepidus tends to 
rely on vision for foraging and feeds mostly on exothermic prey, 
particularly lizards (Ernst 1992, op. cit.). Conceivably, fish may 
provide a locally common food source for a visual predator such 
as C. lepidus, although predation on fish has never been docu-
mented for this species. 

Submitted by JENNIFER K. FREY, Museum of Southwest-
ern Biology and Department of Biology, University of New 
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131, USA. E-mail: 
jkfrey  @unm.edu . 

ELAPHE OBSOLETA OBSOLETA (Black Rat Snake). 
RESPONSE TO FIRE. Immediate and long-term effects of fire 
on snakes are not well known, although many snakes evolved in 
fire-maintained habitats, and prescribed burning is widely used 
by wildlife managers. It is generally thought that reptiles burrow 
to escape fire, but few direct observations have been published. 
We describe behavior of two radio-telemetered Elaphe o. obsoleta 
in response to a prescribed burn in the Ouachita National Forest, 
Arkansas, USA. 

On 28 March 1993, U.S. Forest Service staff burned 312 ha of 
mature shortleaf pine (Pinus echinata) forest and clearcut regen-
eration. Two adult female E. o. obsoleta (SVL 120 cm and 108 
cm) were monitored during the burn. Each snake contained a sur-
gically-implanted temperature-sensitive transmitter. 

Snake /:—Snake 1 was located moving through the regenera-
tion area at 1020 h, with a body temperature of 26.2°C. By 1145 
h the snake had traveled 16 m ahead of the advancing fire, into a 
forested ephemeral drainage. At 1217 h it entered a cavern be-
neath an unvegetated 6-m slab of rock under trickling water. We 
began minute-by-minute telemetric monitoring of the snake's body 
temperature at 1325 h, along with air temperature 1 cm above 
ground ("surface temperature") near the rock slab. From 1325 h 
to 1402 h surface temperature rose from 23.8°C to 32.0°C as 
flames approached within 2 m of the snake's position. By 1520 h 
surface temperature fell to 19.3°C. From 1325 h to 1520 h the 
snake's body temperature remained between 15.7°C and 16.9°C, 
rising to 18.0°C only twice. Body temperature thus remained cool 
and constant despite the rise in surface temperature. 

Snake 1 was subsequently tracked for 14 months and behaved 
normally. Radiotracking data showed no evidence of attraction or 
aversion to the burned area. Snake 1 was located within the burned 
area 17 of 26 times (65.4%) in 1993 after the fire, while in 1992 
(before the fire) it was found in this area 23 of 31 times (74.2%) 
(X2  = 0.19, df = 1, P = 0.66). 

Snake 2:—Snake 2 was located at 1115 h in pine forest 500 m 
from Snake 1. Topography was level, with no drainages within 
100 m. Body temperature was 26.0°C; surface temperature was 
25.4°C. The snake was entering a log it had occupied as a retreat 
site on multiple previous occasions. One hour after the fire, the 
log was found destroyed, but the snake was located underground 
13.5 m away, in root caverns of a charred stump. Its body tem-
perature stayed between 10.7°C and 13.3°C from 1628 h to 1657 
h. Surface temperature at 1628 h was 26.4°C. While the snake's 
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behavior was not observed directly, it apparently moved from a 
favored retreat site and took refuge in cool insulated caverns. 

The snake was still in these caverns on 8 April, had moved to a 
new site by 11 April, and was found high in a tree cavity on 17 
April. On 25 April it was found dead on a road 150 m from the 
tree, crushed by a vehicle. The snake's movement prior to its death, 
however, suggested it suffered no harm from the fire. 

Snakes are often assumed to survive fire by moving under-
ground, but few published observations confirm this. Jackson 
(1976. Herpetologica 32:359-361) showed E. o. spiloides to be 
more arboreal than E. o. obsoleta, and suggested that in south-
eastern pine forests lacking rocky caverns they may climb trees 
to escape fire. Our observations show that in a region featuring 
both fire-dependent pine forest and rocky soil, E. o. obsoleta can 
find refuge from fire underground. 

Fire often benefits vertebrates by improving foraging habitat 
or increasing prey populations. Mushinsky (1985. Herpetologica 
41:333-342) showed that snake populations can benefit from fire. 
Direct and long-term effects of fire on snakes presumably vary 
with foraging requirements, shelter-seeking behavior, predation 
pressure, and nature of the fire (Friend 1993. Biol. Conserv. 65:99-
114). Our finding that Snake 1 showed no long-term attraction or 
aversion to burned areas supports the idea that multiple factors 
may influence their suitability. 

We thank G. Bukenhofer, R. Masters, W. Montague, and K. 
Smith for critiques of the manuscript. Funding was provided by 
Ouachita National Forest, Southern Forest Experiment Station, 
Poteau Ranger District (Ouachita N.F.), and Arkansas Audubon 
Society Trust. We thank W. Montague and Poteau Ranger Dis-
trict fire crews for their kind cooperation. 

Submitted by JAMES H. WITHGOTT, Department of Bio-
logical Sciences, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas 
72701, USA (present address: Department of Ecology and Evo-
lutionary Biology, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721, 
USA) and CHARLES J. AMLANER, Department of Life Sci-
ences, Indiana State University, Terre Haute, Indiana 47809, USA. 

HETERODON PLATIRHINOS (Eastern Hognose Snake). 
MORTALITY. On 2 November 1994 I captured an adult female 
Heterodon platirhinos (66.5 cm TL, 270 g) near Searcy, White 
County, Arkansas, USA. She contained six firm masses approxi-
mately the size and shape of oviductal eggs (ca. 18 x 31 mm) in 
the posterior part of her body. After capture, I released her into a 
7 x 15 m outdoor enclosure containing diverse microhabitats in-
cluding hibernacula, several other H. platirhinos, and toads, Bufo 
woodhousii, for food. The other Heterodon were long-term resi-
dents of the enclosure where they successfully foraged, repro-
duced, grew, matured, and overwintered. After emergence from 
hibernation in early April 1995, the snake with the masses ap-
peared healthy despite the now firmer composition of the masses. 
However, through spring and early summer 1995, she gradually 
lost weight, became emaciated, and eventually died on 2 July. 
Autopsy revealed five firm oviductal eggs (total weight = 35 g) 
and a hardened intestinal fecal mass (weight = 20 g) anterior to 
the eggs. The weight of the dead snake was 133 g. Assuming no 
change in mass of the eggs or fecal mass, she had lost 82 g or 
38% of her body weight since capture. The eggs exhibited no 
gross signs of embryonic development. 

Egg retention is the norm in oviparous squamates (Shine 1985. 
In Gans and Billett (eds.), Biology of the Reptilia, Vol. 15, pp. 
605-694. Wiley-Interscience, New York); nevertheless, deaths of 
female snakes associated with abnormal retention of eggs or em-
bryos have been reported (e.g., Fitch 1970. Univ. Kansas Mus. 

Nat. Hist., Misc. Publ. 52:1-247; Plummer 1992. Copeia 
1992:1096-1098). Because the time of capture of the snake (2 
November) was at least two months after the latest known time of 
oviposition for this species (Platt 1969. Univ. Kansas Publ., Mus. 
Nat. Hist. 18:253-420), the retention of eggs was likely abnor-
mal at the time of capture. She probably did oviposit successfully 
before capture as the average clutch size for a H. platirhinos of 
her size is 22 eggs (Platt, op. cit.). Because the anteriormost hard-
ened fecal mass did not increase in size over a period of eight 
months after capture and because her body weight gradually de-
creased until death, probably she did not feed after the time of 
capture, despite the availability of toads. Was the cessation of 
feeding related to egg retention? Egg retention may have physi-
cally prevented feeding via intestinal blockage as evidenced by 
the hardened fecal mass—immediately anterior to the eggs—
which did not move either posteriorly in the body or relative to 
the eggs from 2 November 1994 to 2 July 1995. Egg retention 
also could have suppressed the feeding response as commonly 
occurs in gravid snakes (Murphy and Campbell 1987. In Seigel et 
al. (eds.), Snakes: Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Macmillan 
Publ. Co, New York). Because this evidence is anecdotal and cir-
cumstantial, it should be interpreted with caution. Nevertheless, 
these observations suggest the possibility that abnormal prolonged 
egg retention in snakes may directly or indirectly interfere with 
feeding and may become a source of mortality. 

Submitted by MICHAEL V. PLUMMER, Department of Bi-
ology, Box 2251, Harding University, Searcy, Arkansas 72141. 
USA. 

NINIA SEBAE SEBAE (Red Coffee Snake). REPRODUC-
TION. On 1 January 1995, two snake eggs were found 3 km 
SSW of the Belize Zoo about 0.2 km W of the road intersection at 
La Democracia (near 17°20'20"N, 88°33'45"W), Belize District, 
Belize. The eggs were in a small earthen cavity under a log. The 
white leathery shell of each egg was very clean and no develop-
ment could be discerned by candeling, indicating they were re-
cently laid. The eggs measured 16 x 9 mm and 18 x 8 mm. After 
collection they were maintained on moist paper towels at an av-
erage temperature of near 25°C until hatching. During incubation 
the eggs increased in size, measuring 24 x 11 mm and 26 x 10 
mm prior to hatching. On 6 March 1995, one egg was opened and 
a dead Ninia sebae removed (UTEP 15964). The snake measured 
119 mm in total length. The second egg hatched on 10 March. 
The snake measured 123 mm in total length and weighed 1.0 g. 
(UTEP 15991). Incubation periods were at a minimum 65 and 69 
days. The eggs were collected in Belize under authority of permit 
CD/6013/94(41). 

Submitted by JAN BOHUSLAVEK, Department of Biologi-
cal Sciences, The University of Texas at El Paso, El Paso, Texas 
79968, USA. 

REGINA RIGIDA (Glossy Crayfish Snake). BEHAVIOR. On 2 
March 1995, a pair of Regina rigida were found submerged 
amongst heavy aquatic vegetation in a shallow portion of a bor-
row pit. This species is commonly found throughout much of 
southeastern Georgia in similar habitat, hidden in such vegeta-
tion, leaf litter, or mud during the daylight hours (pers. obs.). 
However, on this occasion these specimens were found actively 
swimming at 1155 h on a bright sunny day. Upon closer examina-
tion, it was found that the smaller individual (male, SVL = 28.7 
cm; TL = 37.8 cm) was clearly biting the larger specimen (fe 
male, SVL = 35.1 cm; TL = 45.2 cm) about midway down the 
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body. This behavior was assumed to be associated with court-
ship, although copulation was not observed. No mention of bit-
ing was made by Ford (1982, Herpetol. Rev. 13:72) in discussing 
the courtship of a related species, R. septemvittata. However, bit-
ing during courtship in other species of snakes is known to occur 
(Gillingham 1979. Copeia 1979:319-331; Tinkle 1951. Copeia 
1951:77-78). 

Submitted by ROBERTA. MOULIS and GERALD K. WIL-
LIAMSON, Savannah Ogeechee Canal Museum and Nature 
Center, 681 Fort Argyle Road, Savannah, Georgia 31419, USA. 

SORDELLINA PUNCTATA (NCN). DIET. The single species 
of the genus Sordellina is reported mainly from the Atlantic For-
est in southern Brazil (Hoge and Romano 1976/77. Mem. Inst. 
Butantan 40/41:63-70). Sordellina punctata averages 400-600 
mm in total length and seems to be aquatic and diurnal (pers. 
obs.). This snake displays morphological features related to aquatic 
habits, including dorsal placement of eyes and nostrils. Although 
published information states that "this snake lives in fields not far 
from water and woods, hunting for frogs on which to feed" 
(Amaral 1978. Serpentes do Brasil, Melhoramentos/Univ. Sao 
Paulo, 246 pp.), no substantiated data on food of S. punctata are 
available. Here I report on gut contents of one snake found in the 
wild and four specimens housed in the collection of the Institute 
Butantan (IB) in Sao Paulo. 

One adult female S. punctata (SVL = 500 mm, tail = 130 mm) 
was found in the morning of 4 October 1995, resting on the ground 
within restinga scrub at the Estacao Ecologica Jureia-Itatins, Sao 
Paulo (24°25'S, 47°14W). Upon capture it disgorged remains of 
a giant earthworm (Glossoscolecidae). An adult male (IB 40285, 
SVL = 430 mm, tail = 105 mm), contained one semi-digested 
earthworm. Estimated prey/predator mass ratio for the two above 
snakes was 0.3 and 0.05 respectively. Feeding both on small and 
large prey is common for most snakes (Arnold 1993. In Seigel 
and Collins (eds.), Snakes: Ecology and Behavior, pp. 87-115. 
McGraw Hill, New York). Additionally, two snakes (IB 22936 
and IB 41071) had earthworm setae (probable from 
Glossoscolecidae) in their hindgut. Glossoscolecid earthworms 
are surface active during and after rainfall (pers. obs.), some spe-
cies being partly aquatic (G. Righi, pers. comm.). Two captive S. 
punctata ate small fish and tadpoles (I. Sazima, pers. comm.; pers. 
obs.). 

I thank I. Sazima for reading the manuscript and G. Righi for 
information, and identification of the earthworm prey. 

Submitted by OTAVIO A. V. MARQUES, Laboratorio de 
Herpetologia, Institute Butantan, 05503-900 Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, 
Brazil. 

THAMNOPHIS RUFIPUNCTATUS. (Narrow-headed Garter 
Snake). MAXIMUM SIZE. On 11 September 1995, in the San 
Francisco River near Pleasanton, Carton County, New Mexico, 
USA, we captured an obviously emaciated adult female T 
rufipunctatus with the following measurements: 880 mm SVL, 
235 mm TL, 1115 total length, and 176 g. This exceeds the maxi-
mum total length of 953 mm reported by Boundy (1994. Herpe-
tol. Rev. 25:126-127). The specimen is MSB 59509 in the herpe-
tology collection at the University of New Mexico. 

Submitted by CHARLES W. PAINTER, Endangered Species 
Program, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, P.O. Box 
25112, Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA, and TOBY J. HIBBITTS, 
602 Hilltop Circle, Wylie, Texas 75098, USA. 

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION 

Instructions for contributors to Geographic Distribution appear in 
Volume 27, Number 2 (June 1996). 

CAUDATA 

AMBYSTOMA CALIFORNIENSE (California Tiger Sala- 
mander). USA: CALIFORNIA: SAN MATEO Co: 368 Albion Av- 
enue, Woodside, 400 feet (122 m) elev. 14 October 1962. Galen 
B. Rathbun. Verified by Jens V. Vindum. CAS 197631 (freeze 
dried juvenile specimen). New county record that extends the his-
toric range of this salamander north along the San Francisco pen-
insula, some 8.5 km northwest from th well-known population at 
Stanford University, Santa Clara County (Barry and Shaffer 1994. 
J. Herpetol. 28:159-164). The salamander was originally collected 
for a high school science project and a detailed locality tag was 
still attached to the specimen when it was recovered some 32 
years later in the home of Dr. Rathbun's parents. The specimen 
was originally taken from the vicinity of an old sag pond, but the 
source population is apparently now extinct due to the loss of 
breeding ponds from subsequent housing developments in the 
region (pers. observ.). 

Submitted by MARK R. JENNINGS, National Biological Ser-
vice, California Science Center, Piedras Blancas Field Station, 
P.O. Box 70, San Simeon, California 93452-0070, USA, and 
Research Associate, Department of Herpetology, California Acad-
emy of Sciences, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, California 
94118-9961, USA. 

BATRACHUPERUS PERSICUS (Persia Mountain Salamander). 
IRAN: ARDABIL PROVINCE: 45 km SE Khalkhal, Delmadeh 
village, ca. 37°36'N, 48°31'E. 1500 m elev. 5 September 1991. 
H. G. Kami and M. Khoshchin. MMTT 2122-2128, ZMGU 75; 
Yeilogh-e-Sarasi. 1 August 1991. M. Khoshchin. MMTT 2121. 
GILIAN PROVINCE: Fuman area, shaft, ca. 21 km SW Rasht, 
37°14'N, 49°18'E, 12 m below sea level (15 m above Caspian 
Sea). Autumn 1991. K. Nostati. MMTT 2129. MAZANDARAN 
PROVINCE: 70 km E Gorgan, Shirabad Cave, ca. 36°58'N, 
55°2'E, 400 m elev. 8 July 1993. Baluch, H. G. Kami, Parsa. 
Field No. 1-12, Baluch collection in Tehran University (5 juve-
niles, 7 larvae collected). Easternmost record for species. 
MAZANDARAN PROVINCE: Shirabad Cave. Rahmani, 
Naghghash, Darianabard. Juvenile and adult specimens; two alive 
in Zoological Collection, Gorgon University (cat. no. pending). 

Submitted by HAJI GHOLI KAMI and EBRAHIM 
VAKILPOURE, Department of Biology, Faculty of Sciences, 
Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources of Gorgan Univer-
sity, Iran. 

GYRINOPHILUS PALLEUCUS (Tennessee Cave Salamander). 
USA: GEORGIA: WALKER Co: ca. 2 km W Kensington in Chat- 
tanooga Valley. 16 September 1995. K. A. Buhlmann, J. P. Demuth, 
C. A. Hobson, K. Huffines, A. Padgett, K. Padgett, and M. A. 
Pilgrim. Verified by Jeremy F. Jacobs. Four larval salamanders 
were observed and one was collected (USNM 497687) in a shal-
low, gravel-bottomed, permanent stream within a large cave (name 
withheld due to sensitive nature of the cave). Gyrinophilus 
palleucus was first reported from Georgia by Cooper (1968, J. 
Alabama Acad. Sci. 39:182-185) based on a specimen from Har-
risburg Cave, Pigeon Mountain, Walker County, Georgia. No ad-
ditional specimens have been reported from Georgia, and recent 
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publications (Frost 1985, Amphibian Species of the World: A Taxo-
nomic and Geographic Reference. Allen Press, Lawrence, Kan-
sas. 732 pp.; Conant and Collins 1991, Peterson Field Guide to 
Reptiles and Amphibians of Eastern and Central North America. 
Third Ed. Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, Massachusetts. 450 pp.; 
Williamson and Moulis 1994, Distribution of Amphibians and 
Reptiles in Georgia. Savannah Sci. Mus. Special Publ. No. 3, Sa-
vannah, Georgia, Vol. 2, 712 pp.) have not included Georgia in 
the range of G. palleucus. This specimen confirms the presence 
of G. palleucus in Georgia, extending the range in the state ca. 
19.5 km northward from Harrisburg Cave, on the eastern side of 
Pigeon Mountain, to the new locality near the eastern slope of 
Lookout Mountain, and thus supports extending the range of G. 
palleucus eastward from northeastern Alabama into the Pigeon/ 
Lookout Mountain area of northwestern Georgia. Other popula-
tions of G. palleucus should be expected in this area. 

Submitted by KURT A. BUHLMANN, University of Geor-
gia, Savannah River Ecology Laboratory, Drawer E, Aiken, South 
Carolina 29802, USA, and ADDISON H. WYNN, Department 
of Vertebrate Zoology, National Museum of Natural History, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20560, USA. 

SIREN INTERMEDIA NETTINGI (Western Lesser Siren). 
USA: LOUISIANA: TERREBONE PARISH: Houma, 1.3 mi (2.09 km) 
SW jct. La Rt. 24 on Savanne Road, or 1.1 mi (1.77 km) NE jct. 
La Rt. 311 on Savanne Road. 1 January 1996. Bryan Butcher and 
Tia Butcher. Ernest A. Liner Collection (EAL 5240, 19 speci-
mens); same location as above. 2 January 1996. Ernest A. Liner, 
Bryan Butcher and Tia Butcher. EAL 5242 (15 specimens). All 
verified by Harold A. Dundee. First records for the parish; extend 
the range from St Charles (25 mi, 40.23 km), Ascension (25 mi, 
40.23 km), and Assumption (25 mi, 40.23 km) parishes to the 
east and north and St. Mary Parish (35 mi, 56.32 km) to the west 
of the previous locations as mapped by Dundee and Rossman 
(1989, The Amphibians and Reptiles of Louisiana, Louisiana St. 
Univ. Press, Baton Rouge. 300 pp.). 

Submitted by BRYAN BUTCHER, TIA BUTCHER, 104 
Mike Street, Houma, Louisiana 70360, USA, and ERNEST A. 
LINER, 310 Malibou Boulevard, Houma, Louisiana 70364-2598, 
USA. 

ANURA 

BUFO ARENARUM (Common Toad) ARGENTINA: CHACO: 
Resistencia City (27°27'S, 58°58'W). 6 October 1995. Jorge A. 
Cespedez. Verified by Blanca Beatriz Alvarez. Coleccion 
Herpetologica de la Facultad de Ciencias Exactas y Naturales y 
Agrimensura. (UNNEC 04355 y 04356). First province record; 
extends the range of this species 100 km from the latter record in 
the north of Santa Fe province [Gallardo and Varela de Olmedo 
1992, Fauna de Agua Dulce de la Republica Argentina. (41):1-
116] and represents the northernmost record for the species in the 
central portion of its range. 

Submitted by JORGE ABEL CESPEDEZ, Compared 
Anatomy, Biology Department, Facultad de Ciencias Exactas y 
Naturales y Agrimensura, Universidad Nacional del Nordeste, 9 
de julio 1449, 3400, Corrientes, Argentina. 

BUFO BOREAS (Western Toad). USA: ALASKA: Montague 
Island, Patton Bay, (59°57'N, 147°30'W). Fully metamorphosed 
toad, 24 nun SVL, captured, photographed, released 9 September 
1991. Verified by Bruce Wing. Since 1988 numerous ADF&G 
personnel have observed toads on Montague Island with its mari-
time climate and coastal vegetation. Tasnuna River, (61°02N, 

145°07'W). Large adult, 65 mm SVL, captured, photographed, 
released 25 August 1992. Verified by Bruce Wing. The Tasnuna 
River capture site is separated from Prince William Sound by a 
nearly continuous glacial expanse along the crest of the Chugach 
Mountains. Only two obvious migratory corridors from the coast 
exist: up swift, turbid Copper River, or up Lowe River from Valdez, 
over Marshall Pass, and down upper Tasnuna River. Currently 
three glaciers (Childs, Miles, and Allen) terminate on Copper 
River. Another (Heney) has recently retreated a short distance 
from the river. If ancestral toads migrated up Copper River after 
the last period of extensive glaciation they presumably would have 
crossed some combination of these glaciers. A route up Lowe 
River from Valdez represents a shorter migration, but requires 
crossing treeless 550 m Marshall Pass. Regardless of migratory 
pathways, the climate of Tasnuna River drainage today is signifi-
cantly harsher than the coastal climate of Prince William Sound. 
The Tasnuna River specimen represents the westernmost main-
land record and northernmost record to date (Hodge 1976, Am-
phibians and Reptiles in Alaska, the Yukon and Northwest Terri-
tories. Alaska Northwest Publ. Co., Anchorage. xi + 89 pp). 
Voucher photographes, locality maps and field notes of the senior 
author have been deposited in the herpetological collections (AB 
91-16, Patton Bay, Montague Island, AB 92-21, Tasnuna River) 
of NOAA, NMFS, Alaska Fisheries Science Center, Auke Bay 
Laboratory, 11305 Glacier Highway, Juneau, Alaska 99801, USA, 
under the curatorship of Bruce Wing. The herpetological collec-
tion of the junior author, formerly held at Tongass Historical So-
ciety Museum in Ketchikan, Alaska, was transferred to Auke Bay 
Laboratory in 1993. 

Submitted by MICHAEL WIEDMER, Alaska Department of 
Fish and Game, 333 Raspberry Road, Anchorage, Alaska 99518, 
USA and ROBERT PARKER HODGE, 181 Raft Island, Gig 
Harbor, Washington 98335, USA. 

BUFO BUFO (Common European Toad). IRAN: 
MAZANDARAN PROVINCE: Ghorogh Jungle, 25 km E 
Gorgan, ca 36°54'N, 54°44'E, 140 m elev. 25 April 1995. Dariush 
Samadi. ZMGU 74. Easternmost record for species; extends dis-
tribution 150 air km NE Sari (Eislet and Schmidtler 1973, Ann 
Naturhistor Mus. Wien 77:215-20; Tuck 1974, Herpetol. Rev. 
5:107). 

Submitted by HAJI GHOLI KAMI and EBRAHIM 
VAKILPOURE, Department of Biology, Faculty of Sciences, 
Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources of Gorgan Univer-
sity, Iran. 

BUFO WOODHOUSII WOODHOUSH (Woodhouse's Toad). 
USA: TEXAS: FLOOD Co: Caprock Canyons Trailways State Park, 
UTM coordinates 14 304523E 3790798N. 5 June 1996. F. D. 
Yancey, H and K. J. Roberts. Verified by Clyde Jones. The Mu-
seum of Texas Tech University (TTU 11556). New county record; 
fills gap between Hale and Motley counties (Dixon 1987, Am-
phibians and Reptiles of Texas. Texas A&M Univ. Press, College 
Station. 434 pp.). 

Submitted by FRANKLIN D. YANCEY, II and KRISTIE 
JO ROBERTS, Department of Biological Sciences and the Mu-
seum, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409-3191, USA. 

CENTROLENE BUCKLEYI (Ranita Verde de Labio Blanco). 
VENEZUELA: ESTADO MERIDA: Municipio Miranda: stream 
in road Pinang° to Timotes (via Latafayez), 2625 m elev. 11 June 
1988. Abraham Mijares, Juan Garcia, Hans-Peter Reinthaler, Doris 
Lussner, and Enrique La Marca. Coleccion de Anfibios y Rep-
tiles, Institute de Geografia, Universidad de los Andes (ULABG 
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2096-2100); Municipio Rangel: Paramo La Corcovada, region of 
Mucubaji, near Hotel Los Frailes, 3050 m elev. 7 June 1989. Juan 
Garcia and Enrique La Marca. ULABG 2644; Quebrada Los 
Aranguren, in trail San Rafael de Mucuchies-Los Aranguren, 2920 
m elev. 16 July 1989. Hans-Peter Reinthaler and Enrique La 
Marca. All verified by Daniela Abele and Coralee Castillo. First 
voucher specimens for Municipios Miranda and Rangel in Estado 
Merida, and records of altitude for the species. The nearest previ-
ously known locality was Merida, in Municipio Libertador. 

Submitted by ENRIQUE LA MARCA, Universidad de Los 
Andes, Facultad de Ciencias Forestales, Instituto de Geograffa y 
Conservacion de Recursos Naturales, Apartado Postal 116, Merida 
5101-A, Venezuela. 

EUPSOPHUS CALCARATUS (Ground Frog). ARGENTINA: 
NEUQUEN: Huiliches Dept: Lanin National Park, shore of Lake 
Tromen near Malleo River, 1000 m elev. 22 March 1982. M. I. 
Christie. MACN 36.557. Verified by J. R. Formas. RIO NEGRO: 
Bariloche Dept: Nahuel Huapi National Park, northwest shore of 
Lake Fonck, 750 m elev. 1 March 1995. C. Ubeda. MACN 36.556. 
Verified by J. R. Formas; Bariloche Dept: Nahuel Huapi National 
Park, west end Lake Martin, 510 m elev. 27 February 1982. M. I. 
Christie. MACN 36.555. CHUBUT: Cushamen Dept: Lago Puelo 
National Park, trail to Los Hitos, north shore Lake Puelo, 3 km S 
and 6 km W Lago Puelo Town, 250 m elev. 24 January 1996. C. 
Ubeda. MACN 36.554. New record for Argentina. Formas and 
Vera (1982, Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington 95(3):594-601) revali-
dated E. calcaratus, previously reported only from Chile. Previ-
ous reports of Argentine Eupsophus (Cei 1980, Amphibians of 
Argentina. Monitore Zool. Ital. (N.S.) Monogr. 2; Gallardo 1987, 
Anfibios Argentinos: Guia para su identificacion. Lib. 
Agropecuaria S.A., Buenos Aires. 98 pp.) include only E. roseus. 
In Argentina, E. roseus is also present in Neuquen Province, but 
its presence in Rio Negro Province needs confirmation. 

Submitted by MIGUEL I. CHRISTIE, Sociedad Nataturalista 
Andino Patagonica, Villegas 369, Bariloche, 8400, Argentina, and 
CARMEN UBEDA, Centro Regional Universidad Bariloche, 
Universidad Nacional del Comahue, Unidad Postal, Universidad, 
Bariloche, 8400, Argentina. 

HYLA ARBOREA (European Treefrog). GREECE: NORTHERN 
SPORADES: Island of Skopelos, outskirts of Panormos (on the 
west coast of the island). 21 June 1995. Johnny Johnsen. Verified 
by Wolfgang BOhme. Zoologisches Forschungsinstitut and Mu-
seum Alexander Koenig, Bonn (ZFMK 61476). First record for 
Skopelos and for the archipelago of the Sporades [Werner 1938, 
Zoologica 35(94):1-117; Grillitsch and Tiedemann 1984, Ann. 
Naturhist. Mus. Wien 86B:7-28]. On the Aegean islands, H. 
arborea seems to be rather sparsely distributed, with the nearest 
published island occurrences on Thasos, Lesbos, Chios, Evvia, 
Tinos, Naxos and Milos [Werner 1938, op. cit.; Daan 1967, Brit-
ish J. Herpetol. 3(12):312-313; Broggi 1978, Salamandra 
14(4):161-171; Hingley and Castle 1991, Herptile 16(2):75-80]. 
But the record from Milos is based on a voice record, and Beutler 
and Fr& (1980, Mitt. zool. Ges. Braunau 3(10/12):255-290) ques-
tion the very old records from Tinos and Naxos. On other Aegean 
islands, H. arborea occurs on Crete (widespread and abundant), 
Kos and Rhodes (common) [Calabresi 1923, Boll. Mus. Zool. 
Anat. Comp. 38:1-16; Zavattari 1929, Arch. Zool. Ital. 12/13:161-
166; Wettstein 1931, Ann. Naturhist. Mus. Wien 45:159-172; 
Tortonese 1948, Arch. Zool. Ital. 33:379-402; Wettstein 1953, 
Sber. Osten, Akad. Wiss., Math.-Naturw. Kl., Abt. 1, Wien 162(9/ 
10):651-833; Wettstein 1967, British J. Herpetol. 3(12): 313-314; 
Strijbosch 1984, Lacerta 42(4):62-71; Sowig 1985, Salamandra 

21(4):252-262; Stugren and Lydataki 1986, Zool. Abh. Mus. Tierk. 
Dresden 42(4):57-64]. Hyla arborea is widely distributed in main-
land Greece. Stugren and Lydataki (1986, op. cit.) have redefined 
H. a. kretensis from Crete to be characterized by possessing a red 
spot on the upward branch of the lateral stripe and red coloration 
on the back of the front limbs. The specimen from Skopelos does 
not have this red coloration and seems to belong to the nominate 
subspecies. 

Submitted by HENRIK BRINGS0E, Esthersvej 7, DK-4600 
Koge, Denmark. 

PELOBATES SYRIACUS (Syrian Spadefoot) GREECE: 
PELOPONNISUS: Achaia Prefecture: marshes and wet mead-
ows between the village of Metochi and the lake of Lamia in the 
area of the Strofilia Wood, 38°04'N, 21°22"E, ca. 0 m elev. 12 
September 1995. G. Chiras and B. P. Chondropoulos. Verified by 
A. Dimitropoulos. Zoological Museum of University of Patra 
(ZMUP A-R 1366-1367, recently metamorphosed; 1368, adult 
female). Range in Greece seems to be discontinuous within the 
northern and central parts of the mainland. To the south, in the 
Peloponnisos region, P. syriacus was previously known from only 
two records (Bohme 1975, Senck. biol. 56:199-202; Brings0e 
1994, Ann. Musei Goulandris 9:349-374), which lie in moun-
tainous areas 107 and 42 km (direct line distances) SE and ENE 
of our recorded locality, respectively. The present record is the 
first for lowland and coastal Peloponnisos. 

Submitted by BASIL P. CHONDROPOULOS, Section of 
Animal Biology, Department of Biology, University of Patra, 260 
01 Patra, Greece, and GEORGE CHIRAS, Sarantaporou 38, 262 
23 Patra, Greece. 

PELOBATES SYRIACUS (Syrian Spadefoot). IRAN: 
MAZANDARAN PROVINCE: Bandar-e-Turkmen, ca. 36°53'N, 
54°4E, 20 m below sea level. 28 March 1991. H. G. Kami. Kami 
Collection No. 144 (deposited in Zoological Museum of Tehran 
University). Easternmost record for species; second record for 
Province. Extends range eastward to Caspian coast, 170 km from 
14 km W Babolsar (36°41'N, 52°29'E). [Tuck 1971, Bull. Mary-
land Herpetol. Soc. 7:51; Eise Mus. Wien 77:182-184; Anderson 
1978, Herpetol. Rev. 9(1):21]. 

Submitted by HAJI GHOLI KAMI and EBRAHIM 
VAKILPOURE, Department of Biology, Faculty of Sciences, 
Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources of Gorgan Univer-
sity, Iran. 

PHYLLOMEDUSA TARSIUS (Rana Lemur). VENEZUELA: 
ESTADO BARINAS: Municipio Pedraza, Reserva Forestal de 
Caparo, "entrada de Pica 8," near Estaci6n Cachicamo, 50 m elev. 
Coleccion de Anfibios y Reptiles, Instituto de Geograffa, 
Universidad de Los Andes (ULABG 3973). 12 May 1995. Carlos 
Gottberg. First museum documented record for Venezuela (La 
Marca 1992, Cuadernos Geograficos 9:70-72); a single speci-
men of this species, from "Estado Bolivar, Venezuela" had been 
previously pictured in Duellman and Trueb (1986, Biology of Am-
phibians. McGraw Hill, New York. 670 pp.). Most probably, it 
belongs to a series deposited in the Herpetological Collection of 
the University of Kansas Museum of Natural History (KU) with 
the numbers KU 167189-16200, coming from "Bolivar, 13 km 
S, 1 km E Puente Cuyuni, 140m," which would be the nearest 
previously known locality. This is the first record for the state of 
Barinas, and the northernmost record for the taxon. 

Submitted by ENRIQUE LA MARCA, Universidad de Los 
Andes, Facultad de Ciencias Forestales, Institute de Geograffa y 
Conservacion de Recursos Naturales, Apartado Postal 116, Merida 
5101-A, Venezuela. 
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PSEUDACRIS TRISERIATA (Western Chorus Frog). USA: 
COLORADO: MONTROSE Co: 2.5 km W Oak Grove (N 1/2 Sec. 
3, T48N, R 1 OW) in flooded pool adjacent to the Montrose and 
Delta Canal. 21 May 1996. J. Kehmeier, C. Wagner, and L. J. 
Livo. UCM 57780. Verified by H. M. Smith. First record for county 
(Livo et al. 1996 Herpetological Microbiogeography of Colorado 
II: Documented and Potential County Records. Colorado Herptol. 
Soc. 22 pp.). Several additional localities for this species in 
Montrose County were reported during aural surveys on 21 May 
1996, including: 5 km W and 2 km N Oak Grove (SE 1/4 Sec. 28, 
T49N, R 1 OW) by JK, CW, and LJL; 6 km W and 6 km N Oak 
Grove (NE 1/4 Sec. 16, T49N, R1OW) by JK, CW, and LJL; and 
6 km W and 7 km N Oak Grove (SW 1/4 Sec. 9, T49N, R1OW) by 
John Alves, Greg Policky, and David Chiszar. These surveys were 
conducted as part of a Colorado Division of Wildlife amphibian 
and reptile workshop coordinated by John Alves. 

Submitted by JON KEHMEIER, CRISTI WAGNER, and 
LAUREN J. LIVO, Colorado Division of Wildlife, 317 West 
Prospect, Fort Collins, Colorado 80526-2097, USA. 

RANA CAMERANI (Caucasus Frog). IRAN: CHAHAR MAHAL 
BAKHTIARI PROVINCE: Daymeh Spring, 20 km E Kouhrang, 
32°26'N, 50°6'E, 2060 m elev. 28 July 1994. H. G. Kami and 
Parsa; 25 km from Gandoman (60 km to Lordegan [Sulgan River]), 
ca. 31°30'N, 50°50'E, 1580 m elev. 29 July 1994. H. G. Kami and 
Parsa; around Chaghakhor Lake, ca. 31 °52'N, 50°56E, 2060 m 
elev. 30 July 1994, H. G. Kami and Parsa. Field Nos. 1-10, Baluch 
Collection in Tehran University, 10 specimens. All records are 
southernmost for Iran. 

Submitted by HAJI GHOLI KAMI and EBRAHIM 
VAKILPOURE, Department of Biology, Faculty of Sciences, 
Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources of Gorgan Univer-
sity, Iran. 

RANA MACROCNEMIS PSEUDODALMATINA (Iranian Brusa 
Frog). IRAN: ARDABIL PROVINCE: 45 km SE Khalkhal, 
Yeilagh-e-Sarasi, Delmadeh village, ca. 37°36'N, 48°31'E, 1500 
m elev. 5 September 1991. H. G. Kami and M. Khoshchin. MMTT 
2135-2136. Westernmost record in Iran. MAZANDARAN 
PROVINCE: Daraz nou, 24 air km SW Gorgan, ca. 36°5'N, 
54°8'E, 2644 m elev. 5 August 1994. H. G. Kami and M. Firouznia. 
Deposited in Department of Environment, College in Karaj (cat. 
no. pending). Record elevation in Iran. 

Submitted by HAJI GHOLI KAMI and EBRAHIM 
VAKILPOURE, Department of Biology, Faculty of Sciences, 
Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources of Gorgan Univer-
sity, Iran. 

RANA PALUSTRIS (Pickerel Frog). USA: LOUISIANA: 
AVOYELLES PARISH: Yellow Bayou at Simmesport. 26 March 1994. 
Michael Milliet. Ernest A. Liner Collection (EAL 5229, 1 speci-
men). Verified by Harold A. Dundee. Fills distributional gap from 
West Feliciana Parish and Rapides Parish, being intermediate and 
a new parish record as mapped by Dundee and Rossman (1989, 
The Amphibians and Reptiles of Louisiana, Louisiana St. Univ. 
Press, Baton Rouge. 300 pp.). 

Submitted by ERNEST A. LINER, 310 Malibou Boulevard, 
Houma, Louisiana 70364-2598, USA. 

TESTUDINES 

APALONE SPINIFERA PALLIDA (Pallid Spiny Softshell). 
USA: LOUISIANA: ALLEN PARISH: Calcasieu River, ca. 5 km S 
of Rt. 26 near Oberlin. 11 July 1995. Deposited at the University 

of Canberra, Australia (UC 0340). Verified by Brian I. Crother. 
New parish record; eggs collected from river sandbars and hatched 
in the laboratory. 

Submitted by J. SEAN DOODY, Applied Ecology Research 
Group, University of Canberra, P.O. Box 1, Belconnen, ACT 2616, 
Australia, and RICHARD E. ANDERSON and CLIFF S. RI-
CHARDSON, Department of Biological Sciences, Southeastern 
Louisiana University, SLU 814, Hammond, Louisiana 70402. 
USA. 

CHELYDRA SERPENTINA SERPENTINA (Common Snap-
ping Turtle). CANADA: ONTARIO: ESSEX Co: East Sister Is-
land, Lake Erie (UTM 17TLS 457 304). 16 July 1992. Raymond 
A. Saumure and David Kraus. Verified by Ross MacCulloch. ROM 
Kodachrome Slide 26940. First record from island and furthest 
record from mainland (King 1987, J. Herptol. 21:65-67). Found 
in a shallow pond formed due to the high water level of Lake Erie 
during 1992. 

Submitted by RAYMOND A. SAUMURE, Department of 
Natural Resource Sciences, McGill University, 21111 Lakeshore 
Road, Ste-Anne-de-Bellevue, Quebec, H9X3V9, Canada. 

CHELYDRA SERPENTINA SERPENTINA (Common Snap-
ping Turtle). USA: TEXAS: FLOYD Co: 2 km E Barwise. 22 Sep-
tember 1995. James T. Anderson and Ann M. Anderson. The 
Museum of Texas Tech University (TTU 11494). Verified by Frank 
Yancey. First county record (Dixon 1987, Amphibians and Rep-
tiles of Texas. Texas A&M Univ. Press, College Station, 434 pp.) 
Turtle was located in a flooded playa wetland which had been 
previously dry for two months. 

Submitted by JAMES T. ANDERSON and ANN M. ANDER-
SON, Department of Range, Wildlife, and Fisheries Management, 
Texas Tech University, MS 2125, Lubbock, Texas 79409-2125. 
USA. 

EMYDOIDEA BLANDINGH (Blanding's Turtle). USA: INDI-
ANA: WAYNE Co: ca. 3.1 mi NNE Williamsburg in Greensfork 
River, Green Township, NW 1/4 NW 1/4 Sec. 28, T18N, R14E, 
100 m downstream from Sec. 21.20 February 1996. A. McConaha, 
M. McConaha and D. McConaha. Verified by Joseph T. Collins 
Photographed (UF 103394, 3 slides); also photographed for The 
Palladium Item, Richmond, Indiana, 6 March 1996 (evening edi-
tion); released at capture site. Extralimital record; ca. 47 km south-
east of nearest known extralimital locality in Delaware County, 
Indiana, ca. 92 km due east of extralimital locality in Marion 
County, Indiana, and ca. 138 km southeast of the nearest record 
from the continuous range for the species in Wabash County, In-
diana (Minton 1996, Amphibians and Reptiles of Indiana. Sec-
ond ed. Indiana Acad. Sci., in press). Possibly an introduction, 
although its record size (female, 274 mm maximum carapace 
length; 268 mm maximum plastron length; 2550 g body mass; 
previous record, 273 mm carapace length in Conant and Collins 
1991, Peterson Field Guide to Reptiles and Amphibians of East-
ern and Central North America. Third ed. Houghton Mifflin, Bos-
ton, Massachusetts. 450 pp.) and remote location argue that it 
might be a natural relict. 

Submitted by JOHN B. IVERSON, Department of Biology, 
Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana 47374, USA. 

GRAPTEMYS BARBOURI (Barbour's Map Turtle). USA: 
FLORIDA: GADSDEN Co: Ochlockonee River, 5.3 km straight-
line distance S of U.S. Rt. 27 bridge. 26 May 1993. R. L. Cailteux 
and J. J. Nordhaus. Verified by David L. Auth. UF 91087. First 
record outside of the Apalachicola River drainage. A juvenile G. 
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barbouri (CL = 45.9 mm; PL = 35.5 mm; mass = 11.5 g) also was 
collected by electrofishing in the Ochlockonee River, 0.8 km 
straight-line distance S of U.S. Rt. 27 bridge. On 1 June 1994, 
Daniel A. Dobbins collected a basking G. barbouri (CL = 53.4 
mm, PL = 46.7 mm, mass = 30.1 g) at Stoutamire Landing, 4 km 
straight-line distance SW of Ha. Rt. 20 bridge along the Liberty/ 
Leon County line (UF 91086). The first two collecting locales are 
ca. 7.4 river km apart and upstream of Lake Talquin, a 3200-ha 
reservoir, whereas the third locality is downstream of Lake Talquin. 
During the Pleistocene, this species may have ranged eastward 
into the Suwannee River drainage (Jackson 1975, Herpetologica 
31:213-219), but it is thought to now be confined to large and 
medium-sized rivers emptying into Apalachicola Bay. The mouths 
of the Apalachicola and Ochlockonee rivers are separated by >100 
km of shoreline, primarily beach. Brackish coastal marshes be-
tween river mouths provide effective barriers to Graptemys (Wood 
1977, J. Herpetol. 11:415-421). The source of these G. barbouri 
may have been Telogia Creek, the principal western tributary of 
the Ochlockonee River, which approaches within 0.6 km of the 
Apalachicola River drainage and appears to have been once a 
tributary of the Apalachicola River, although the disparity in fish 
faunas between the two river systems indicates long-term physi-
ographic independence (Gilbert 1987, Brimleyana 13:25-54). If 
this species is not indigenous to the Ochlockonee River, it was 
introduced by humans. This species is not commonly kept in cap-
tivity because Florida prohibited commercial trade >15 years ago, 
although Florida allows the personal possession of two G. 
barbouri. The first two collecting sites are just W of Tallahassee, 
and three major highway crossings occur in the vicinity. There is 
only one highway crossing within 5 river km of the site of the 
third specimen, which was found downstream of the Jackson Bluff 
dam constructed in 1929 to form Lake Talquin. The small size of 
these specimens indicates that reproduction is occurring, because 
the release, survival, and subsequent recapture of three such speci-
mens are unlikely. 

Submitted by KEVIN M. ENGE, RICHARD L. CAILTEUX, 
and JEFFERY J. NORDHAUS, Florida Game and Fresh Water 
Fish Commission, Route 7, Box 3055, Quincy, Florida 32351, 
USA. 

GRAPTEMYS PULCHRA (Alabama Map Turtle). USA: MIS-
SISSIPPI: NOXUBEE Co: Noxubee River, 29.3 river km upstream 
of Alabama border, NW 1/4 Sec. 4, T13N, R18E. 16 August 1994. 
T. C. Majure, R. L. Jones, and C. L. Knight. Adult male and juve-
nile. Mississippi Museum of Natural Science (MMNS 
298502986). Clay Co: Tibbee Creek, 4.5 river km upstream of 
confluence with Catalpa Creek, SE 1/4 Sec. 33, T17S, R7E. 21 
August 1995. T. C. Majure, R. L. Jones, and C. L. Knight. Adult 
male. MMNS 3235. Both verified by T. L. Vandeventer. Con-
firms presence of species in Tombigbee River system within Mis-
sissippi (Ernst et al. 1994, Turtles of the United States and Canada. 
Smithsonian Inst. Press, Washington, D.C. 578 pp.) 

Submitted by ROBERT L. JONES, TERRY C. MAJURE, 
and CHARLES L. KNIGHT, Mississippi Department of Wild-
life, Fisheries, and Parks, and Museum of Natural Science, 111 
North Jefferson Street, Jackson Mississippi 39201, USA. 

KINOSTERNON ODORATUM (Common Musk Turtle). USA: 
TEXAS: RAINS Co: Lake Tawakoni near the Sabine River Au-
thority Headquarters; shell at the edge of the lake, ca. 5 km S of 
Hermits Cove. 10 December1995. R. L. Gutberlet, Jr. and C. L. 
Stewart. Verified by J. A. Campbell. University of Texas at Ar-
lington Collection of Vertebrates (UTA-R 39816). New county 
record (Dixon 1987, Amphibians and Reptiles of Texas. Texas 
A&M University Press, College Station, 434 pp.) 

Submitted by RONALD L. GUTBERLET, JR. and CAROL 
L. STEWART, Department of Biology, the University of Texas 
at Arlington, Arlington, Texas 76019, USA. 

STERNOTHERUS CARINATUS (Razorback Musk Turtle). 
USA: LOUISIANA: TERREBONNE PARISH: Houma. 3 June 1981. 
Ernest A. Liner. Ernest A. Liner Collection (EAL 4803, 1 speci-
men). Verified by Harold A. Dundee. First record for the parish; 
extends the range south 43 mi (77.2 km) from that mapped by 
Dundee and Rossman (1989, The Amphibians and Reptiles of 
Louisiana, Louisiana St. Univ. Press, Baton Rouge. 300 pp.). 

Submitted by ERNEST A. LINER, 310 Malibou Boulevard, 
Houma, Louisiana 70364-2598, USA. 

PSEUDEMYS TEXANA (Texas River Cooter). USA: TEXAS: 
BRAZOS Co: Lake Placid, 60 km S Bird Pond Road and 1 mi E 
Rock Prairie Road, E of Texas Rt. 6. Caught in minnow trap along 
N-S Dam on east end of lake. 17 March 1996. Mitchell A. 
Lockwood. Verified by James R. Dixon. Texas Cooperative Wild-
life Collection (TCWC 72432, juvenile). New county record 
(Dixon 1987, Amphibians and Reptiles of Texas, Texas A&M 
Univ. Press, College Station. 434 pp.). 

Submitted by R. KATHRYN VAUGHAN and MITCHELL 
A. LOCKWOOD, Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences, 
Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843-2258, USA. 

TRACHEMY SCRIPTA ELEGANS (Red-eared Slider). USA: 
SOUTH CAROLINA: PICKENS Co: landlocked arm of the former 
Seneca River adjacent to athletic practice field, Perimeter Road, 
ca. 0.75 km SW of jct. S.C. Rt. 93, Clemson University Campus, 
Clemson. 7 September 1995. Steven G. Platt. Verified by Stanlee 
Miller. Campbell Museum (CUSC 1278). Eight turtles captured 
in three trap nights. Other turtles, both juveniles and adults ob-
served basking. Appears established at this site. Population is be-
lieved to have originated from released pets. State record. Tra-
chemys scripta elegans not previously reported as established in 
South Carolina. Trachemys scripta scripta present 75 km S in 
Abbeville County (Martof et al. 1980, Amphibians and Reptiles 
of the Carolinas and Virginia. Univ. North Carolina Press, Chapel 
Hill. 264 pp.). 

Submitted by STEVEN G. PLATT, Department of Biological 
Sciences, Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina 29634-
1903, USA, and WILLIAM E. SNYDER, Center for Ecology, 
Evolution, and Behavior, and Department of Entomology, S-255 
Agricultural Science Building, University of Kentucky, Lexing-
ton, Kentucky 40546-0091, USA. 

LACERTILIA 

ANOLIS SAGREI (Brown Mole). USA: FLORIDA: FRANICLIN 
CO: St. George Island, private residence in 600 block of West 
Bayshore Drive. 25 July 1995. Woodard Miley II. Verified by 
David Auth. UF 103501. New county record and first record for a 
northern Gulf of Mexico barrier island (Wilson and Porras 1983, 
Univ. Kansas Mus. Nat. Hist. Spec. Publ. 9). Apparently, this popu-
lation was founded when a large number of potted plants were 
imported for landscaping from near Clearwater in central Florida, 
in a manner similar to the mode of establishment of the popula-
tion at Barnacle Bay Mini-Golf course in Panama City Beach 
(Means 1990, Herpetol. Rev. 21:96). Woody Miley and local resi-
dents reported that in summer 1995 A. sagrei was very abundant 
on the property (about 25 individuals seen), but on 27 May 1996 
we were able to find only three individuals. One specimen of the 
green anole (A. carolinensis) was also seen. Additional specimens 
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were not collected because the population apparently suffered 
some mortality during the cold and long-lasting winter of 1995-
1996. Significantly, some individuals obviously survived the cold 
winter (temperatures to 7°C) as well as saltwater that overwashed 
St. George Island from Hurricane Opal on 3 October 1995. 

Submitted by D. BRUCE MEANS, Coastal Plains Institute, 
1313 North Duval Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32303, USA. 

EUMECES LATICEPS (Broadhead Skink). USA: LOUISIANA: 
TERREBONNE PARISH: Houma. 26 April 1969. Ernest A. Liner. Ernest 
A. Liner Collection (EAL 2347,1 specimen); Houma. 5 March 
1969. Jerry Gautreaux. EAL 2354 (1 specimen); Houma. 5 May 
1973. Steve Pizollata. EAL 3611 (1 specimen); Houma. 5 May 
1974. Jerry Gautreaux and Maurice Prosperie. TCWC 71393 (1 
specimen); Houma. 5 December 1982. Ernest A. Liner. All veri-
fied by Harold A. Dundee. First records for the parish; extend the 
range 15 mi (24.1 km) south from that mapped by Dundee and 
Rossman (1989, The Amphibians and Reptiles of Louisiana, Loui-
siana St. Univ. Press, Baton Rouge. 300 pp.) 

Submitted by ERNEST A. LINER, 310 Malibou Boulevard, 
Houma, Louisiana 70364-2598, USA. 

EUMECES OBSOLETUS (Great Plains Skink). USA: TEXAS: 
FLOYD Co: Caprock Canyons Trailways State Park, UTM coordi-
nates 14 305689E 3794462N. 4 May 1996. F. D. Yancey, H and 
K. J. Roberts. Verified by Clyde Jones. The Museum of Texas 
Tech University (TTU 11534). New county record; fills gap be-
tween Hale and Motley counties (Dixon 1987, Amphibians and 
Reptiles of Texas. Texas A&M Univ. Press, College Station. 434 
PP.). 

Submitted by FRANKLIN D. YANCEY, II and KRISTIE 
JO ROBERTS, Department of Biological Sciences and the Mu-
seum, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409-3191, USA. 

GEKKO GECKO (Tokay Gecko). USA: FLORIDA: LEON Co: 
Tallahassee, 1300 block between Milton and Jackson Streets. Pho-
tograph of adult taken in late summer 1994 by Robert Dahlstrom. 
Verified by David Auth. UF 103506. Photographs of two young 
individuals taken in summer 1995 by Robert Dahlstrom. Verified 
by David Auth. UF 103507. New county record and first record 
of a breeding population outside of south peninsular Florida. 
During five successive springs (1992-1996), I heard vocaliza-
tions (first since winter on 12 April 1994,30 March 1995, and 22 
April 1996) from at least one large individual from trees and walls 
of the same house, indicating that one adult gecko has survived at 
least four successive winters, including the very cold and long 
winter of 1996. On 25 April 1996, I saw a large individual on my 
house at the same time that I heard another individual vocalizing 
about 75 m away. Throughout the month of May 1996, I heard 
two different geckos vocalizing from two different houses. Local 
residents said that tenants of a duplex on Milton Street released at 
least two Gekko gecko for pest control about 1990 or 1991. The 
discovery of two recently-hatched young in the summer of 1995 
attests to successful natural reproduction in this species at a lati-
tude of 30°N. Apparently a small breeding population is estab-
lished. 

Submitted by D. BRUCE MEANS, Coastal Plains Institute, 
1313 North Duval Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32303, USA. 

HEMIDACTYLUS GARNOTTH (Indo-Pacific Gecko). USA: 
TEXAS: DALLAS Co: Dallas. Specimen captured inside 
herpetarium at the Dallas Zoo; one other was found but not cap-
tured. 16 February 1996. Carl J. Franklin. Verified by Ron 

Gutberlet. The University of Texas at Arlington Collection of 
Vertebrates (UTA R-39756). New state record (Dixon 1987, Am-
phibians and Reptiles of Texas. Texas A&M Univ. Press, College 
Station. 434 pp.). This lizard has established itself inside the 
herpetarium; several adults and hatchlings have been observed 
and collected. However, this species was never intentionally ac-
quired by the Dallas Zoo and probably arrived with plants pur-
chased from Florida. 

Submitted by CARL FRANKLIN, Dallas Zoo and Aquarium, 
Reptile Department, 621 East Clarendon Drive, Dallas, Texas 
75203, USA, and Department of Biology, Box 19498, The Uni-
versity of Texas at Arlington, Arlington, Texas 76019-0498, USA. 

HEMIDACTYLUS TURCICUS (Mediterranean Gecko). USA: 
FLORIDA: FRANKLIN Co: City of Apalachicola: Fish market at 
12th Street and Avenue E (U.S. Rt. 98). One specimen collected 
27 May 1996 by Thomas Evans and D. B. Means. Verified by 
David Auth. UF 103502. Residents of Apalachicola claimed they 
have seen the Mediterranean Gecko on buildings around town 
(e.g., Apalachicola Times Building, 265 North Water Street) since 
at least 1991. Woodard Miley II first reported the fish market oc-
currence to me in March 1996. The specimens reported here verify 
that this species survived the cold winter of 1995-1996. New 
county record and first record for the city of Apalachicola; this 
record helps close the gap in the northeastern Gulf coastal 
distibution of this species between Panama City and Tampa 
(Nelson and Carey 1993, Northeast Gulf Sci. 13(1):53-58). 

Submitted by D. BRUCE MEANS, Coastal Plains Institute, 
1313 North Duval Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32303, USA. 

HEMIDACTYLUS TURCICUS (Mediterranean Gecko). USA: 
LOUISIANA: Sr. TAMMANY PARISH: adult male captured on the 
window of a building at the KOA campground on Rt. 433 near 
Slidell. 21 May 1996. Verified by Richard L. Holland. Slides of 
specimen in University of Colorado Museum Photographic Col-
lection (UCM 122-126). Species was previously known from only 
four parishes in the state, including two parishes south of Lake 
Pontchartrain (Dundee and Rossman 1989, The Amphibians and 
Reptiles of Louisiana. Louisiana St. Univ. Press, Baton Rouge. 
300 pp.). Parish record; extends known range to the north of Lake 
Pontchartrain. 

Submitted by GREGORY J. WATKINS-COLWELL, Con-
necticut Audubon Coastal Center, 1 Milford Point Road, Milford, 
Connecticut 06460, USA, KELLIE A. WATKINS-COLWELL, 
St. Joseph Medical Center, 128 Strawberry Hill Avenue, Stam-
ford, Connecticut 06904, USA, and HOBART M. SMITH, Uni-
versity of Colorado Museum, Boulder, Colorado 80309-0218, 
USA. 

OPHIOMORUS PUNCTATISSIMUS (Greek Snake Skink) 
GREECE: STEREA ELLADA: Prefecture of Aitolia and 
Akarnania: Province of Nafpaktia: ca. 2 km SE of Palaiopyrgos 
village, 38°28'57"N, 21°51'47"E, ca. 480 m elev. 9 July 1995. D. 
P. Papandropoulos and B. P. Chondropoulos. Verified by E. 
Valakos. Zoological Museum of University of Patra (ZMUP A-R 
1375). The species is hitherto known from eastern part of central 
Greece (Sterea Ellada), Peloponnisos (except its northwestern part) 
and the island of Kythira (Bischoff 1981, pp. 366-372. In Bohme 
(ed.), Handbuch der Reptilien and Amphibien Europas, Band 1, 
Akad. Verlagsges., Wiesbaden; Bringsoe 1985, Ann. Musei 
Goulandris 7:271-318; Chondropoulos 1986, Amphibia-Reptilia 
7:217-235). First record for the whole western part of the cen-
tral and northern Greek mainland, extending range by ca. 118 km 
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(direct line distance) WSW of the nearest known limit of distri-
bution in the region of Sterea Ellada (Malesina village, Fthiotida 
Prefecture) as recorded by Bischoff (op. cit.). Because 0. 
punctatissimus is distributed only in SW Turkey and Greece, our 
record also constitutes a western extension of the entire range of 
the species. 

Submitted by BASIL P. CHONDROPOULOS, Section of 
Animal Biology, Department of Biology, University of Patra, 260 
01 Patra, Greece, and DIMITRIS P. PAPANDROPOULOS, 
Zaimi 21, Rio, 265 00 Patra, Greece. 

PETROSAURUS REPENS (Shortnose Rock Lizard). MEXICO: 
BAJA CALIFORNIA SUR: Cation de Los Reyes, 37 km north of 
La Paz. L. Lee Grismer and Clark R. Mahrdt. Verified by Brad-
ford D. Hollingsworth. LACM PC 1326. Several specimens were 
observed on 16 and 17 October 1994 crawling on the steep, rocky 
walls of the canyon. This extends its distribution southward ca. 
63 kin through the Sierra de La Giganta (Jennings 1990, Cat. Amer. 
Amphib. Rept. 496.1-496.3) and brings it to within ca. 55 km of 
its closest relative P thalassinus of the Cape Region (Jennings, 
op. cit.). 

Submitted by L. LEE GRISMER, Department of Biology, La 
Sierra University, Riverside, California 92515-8247, USA, and 
CLARK R. MAHRDT, Southwestern Biologists, 9847 Willow 
Lane, Escondido, California, 92092, USA. 

SCELOPORUS CHANEYI (Chaney's Spiny Lizard). MEXICO: 
TAMAULIPAS: 0.5 km SE summit Sierra La Gloria off La Pena-
Valle Hermoso Road, 21.1 km N jct. with La Pena-Miquihuana 
Road, elev. 3018.3 m. On fallen pine needles and in low Ceanothus 
at edge of meadow. 1 September 1986. J. F. Copp, D. E. Breedlove, 
R. R. Riviere and B. R. Anderson. CAS 165250-2. Verified by 
Richard L. Holland. First record for the state of Tamaulipas (Liner 
and Dixon 1992, Texas J. Sci. 44:422); previously known only 
from closely adjacent Nuevo Leon in the vicinity of Sierra Pena 
Nevada. 

Submitted by GREGORY J. WATKINS-COLWELL, Depart-
ment of Biology, Sacred Heart University, Fairfield, Connecticut 
06432 - 1000, USA, and HOBART M. SMITH and DAVID 
CHISZAR, University of Colorado Museum, Boulder, Colorado 
80309-0315, USA. 

SCELOPORUS SCALARIS SCALARIS (Highlands Bunch 
Grass Lizard). MEXICO: NAYARIT: Ocote airstrip, 2119 m, 
21°03'N 104°14W. 18-19 July 1983. Timothy W. Houseal. TCWC 
61714. New state record and a known range extension northwest-
ward of 130 km from the vicinity of Tapalpa, 2256 m, Jalisco 
(Smith and Hall 1974, Great Basin Nat. 34:103); ten critically 
conformant specimens are available (UTA 4018-22, 4815-18, 
11786). Verified by Richard L. Holland. 

Submitted by GREGORY J. WATKINS-COLWELL, Depart-
ment of Biology, Sacred Heart University, Fairfield, Connecticut 
06432 - 1000, USA; HOBART M. SMITH and DAVID 
CHISZAR, University of Colorado Museum, Boulder, Colorado 
80309-0315, USA. 

SCELOPORUS SCALARIS UNICANTHALIS (Smith's Bunch 
Grass Lizard). MEXICO: DURANGO: 21 air km S and 12 air 
km W Teneraca, 2040 m. 27 November 1970. Robert G. Webb. 
UTEP 7408-10 (29, 31, 34 mm SVL); near Huazamota on trail to 
Santa Teresa (Nayarit). 13 August 1897. Edward W. Nelson and 
Edward A. Goldman. USNM 46626 (47 mm SVL). All are im-
matures, but they provide the first records for Durango (Smith 

and Hall 1974, Great Basin Nat. 34:103) and a northward range 
extension of about 150 km on the west slopes of the Sierra. Those 
from Teneraca were found in a hilly, grassy area with scattered 
oak and pine, and small rock outcrops; one Anolis nebulosus was 
obtained at the same time and place. Substantiated by UTEP 7417 
from nearby northern Nayarit (previously recorded in Nayarit only 
from the extreme south, loc. cit.), 1 air km S and 27 air km E 
Huajicori, 1465 m, 3 December 1970, Robert G. Webb. All veri-
fied by Richard L. Holland. The other two subspecies in Durango 
occur only on eastern slopes—S. s. slevini in the extreme north, 
S. s. scalaris in central and southern parts. 

Submitted by ROBERT G. WEBB, Department of Biological 
Sciences, University of Texas at El Paso, El Paso, Texas 79968-
0519, USA; HOBART M. SMITH and DAVID CHISZAR, 
University of Colorado Museum, Boulder, Colorado 80309 -0315, 
USA; and GREGORY J. WATKINS-COLWELL, Department 
of Biology, Sacred Heart University, Fairfield, Connecticut 06432-
1000, USA. 

TROPIOCOLOTES LATIFI (Latifi's Sand Gecko). IRAN: FARS 
PROVINCE: Shiraz Mountains around Salt Lake, ca. 29°36'N, 
52°33'E, 1495 m elev. 26 March 1996. Zahra Mottaghi. Zoologi-
cal Museum of Gorgan University (ZMGU 100). 

Submitted by HAJI GHOLI KAMI and EBRAHIM 
VAKILPOURE, Department of Biology, Faculty of Sciences, 
Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources of Gorgan Univer-
sity, Iran. 

UTA STANSBURIANA STEJNEGERI (Desert Side-blotched 
Lizard). USA: TEXAS: FLOYD Co: Caprock Canyons Trailways 
State Park, UTM coordinates 14304503E 3790783N. 9 May 1996. 
F. D. Yancey II and K. J. Roberts. Verified by Clyde Jones. The 
Museum of Texas Tech University (TTU 11536). New county 
record; fills gap between Briscoe and Crosby counties, and helps 
define western limit of this taxon in the Texas panhandle (Dixon 
1987, Amphibians and Reptiles of Texas. Texas A&M Univ. Press, 
College Station. 434 pp.). 

Submitted by FRANKLIN D. YANCEY, H and KRISTIE JO 
ROBERTS, Department of Biological Sciences and the Museum, 
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409-3191, USA. 

AMPHISBAENIA 

RHINEURA FLORIDANA (Florida Worm Lizard). USA: 
GEORGIA: LAMER Co: Patten's Seed Company, ca. 5 mi N of 
Lakeland. 10 April 1974. J. A. Payne. Verified by Joshua Laerm. 
University of Georgia Museum of Natural History (UGAMNH 
Photo 24899). New state record (Conant and Collins 1991, Peter-
son Field Guide to Reptiles and Amphibians of Eastern and Cen-
tral North America. Third Ed. Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 
Massachusetts. 450 pp.) for this previously recognized Florida 
endemic. Extends its known range ca. 75 km N of northernmost 
locality in Florida (Meylan 1984, Herpetol. Rev. 15:23-24). Indi-
vidual was collected from a sapling pecan tree planting hole. Speci-
men was donated to Gerald E. Cosgrove, pathologist at Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory, who has since deceased. His collection was 
later donated to the San Diego Museum of Natural History, but 
the specimen was apparently lost prior to being cataloged. 

Submitted by JOHN B. JENSEN and JERRY A. PAYNE, 
Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Wildlife Resources 
Division, Nongame Wildlife Program, 116 Rum Creek Drive, 
Forsyth, Georgia 31029, USA. 
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SERPENTES 

CROTALUSATROX (Western Diamondback Rattlesnake). USA: 
TEXAS: HALL CO: Caprock Canyons Trailways State Park, UTM 
coordinates 14325866E 3809386N. 9 May 1996. F D. Yancey. 
Verified by Clyde Jones. The Museum of Texas Tech University 
(TTU 11535). New county record; fills gap between Briscoe and 
Childress counties (Dixon 1987, Amphibians and Reptiles of 
Texas. Texas A&M Univ. Press, College Station. 434 pp.). 

Submitted by FRANKLIN D. YANCEY, II, Department of 
Biological Sciences and the Museum, Texas Tech University, Lub-
bock, Texas 79409-3191, USA. 

CROTALUS VIRIDIS VIRIDIS (Prairie Rattlesnake). USA: 
TEXAS: ANDREWS Co: 14 km N Andrews. 22 May 1960. Tinkle. 
The Museum of Texas Tech University (TTU 1468); 6 km SW 
Andrews. 30 June 1960. McGregor and Patterson. TTU 1821; 30 
km SW Andrews. 28 May 1961. Tinkle. TTU 2506; 25 km SW 
Andrews. 2 June 1961. Tinkle. TTU 2588; 7 km S Rt. 115 on Rt. 
181. 9 May 1962. B. Hutchison. TTU 3189. All specimens veri-
fied by Clyde Jones. New county records; fill gap between Yoakum 
and Terry counties to the north, and Winkler and Ector counties 
to the south (Dixon 1987, Amphibians and Reptiles of Texas). 
Texas A&M Univ. Press, College Station. 434 pp.). 

Submitted by FRANKLIN D. YANCEY, II, Department of 
Biological Sciences and the Museum, Texas Tech University, Lub-
bock, Texas 79409-3191, USA. 

DIADOPHIS PUNCTATUS ARNYI (Prairie Ringneck Snake). 
USA: TEXAS: KENT Co: 3.2 km S Clairemont. 5 May 1968. Don 
and David Forester. Verified by Clyde Jones. The Museum of Texas 
Tech University (TTU 4450). New county record; helps define 
the range of this subspecies in Texas. Also, may aid in clarifying 
possible zone of contact with D. p. regalis (Dixon 1987, Amphib-
ians and Reptiles of Texas. Texas A&M Univ. Press, College Sta-
tion. 434 pp.). 

Submitted by FRANKLIN D. YANCEY, II, Department of 
Biological Sciences and the Museum, Texas Tech University, Lub-
bock, Texas 79409-3191, USA. 

DRYMARCHON COUPERI (Eastern Indigo Snake). USA: 
GEORGIA: LIBERTY CO: St. Catherine's Island. August 1983. John 
Couper. Verified by Frank van Breukelen. UCM Color Slide 114. 
First confirmed record for any of Georgia's barrier islands, al-
though a sighting has been reported for Sapelo Island (William-
son and Moulis 1994, Savannah Sci. Mus. Spec. Publ. No. 2; range 
map for D. couperi annotated by J. T. Collins, pers. comm. 1996). 

Submitted by JOHN COUPER, University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 53706, USA, Gwen Murdock, Missouri 
Southern State College, Joplin, Missouri 64801, USA, DAVID 
CHISZAR and HOBART M. SMITH, University of Colorado 
Museum, Boulder, Colorado 80309, USA. 

GYALOPION CANUM (Western Hooknose Snake). USA: 
TEXAS: GARZA Co: Justiceburg Wildlife Management Area, 5 
km N and 15 km E Justiceburg. 17 June 1993. F. D. Yancey, H. 
Verified by Clyde Jones. The Museum of Texas Tech University 
(TTU 11528). New county record; defines western margin of the 
northern portion of the range of this species in Texas (Dixon 1987, 
Amphibians and Reptiles of Texas. Texas A&M Univ. Press, Col-
lege Station. 434 pp.). 

Submitted by FRANKLIN D. YANCEY, H, Department of 
Biological Sciences and the Museum, Texas Tech University, Lub-
bock, Texas 79409-3191, USA. 

HYDROPHIS TORQUATUS DIADEMA (West Coast Blackhead 
Sea Snake). CAMBODIA: TONLE SAP: Km 9. Collected by fish-
ermen in nets and given to F d'Aubenton. February 1962. Mu-
seum national d'Histoire naturelle, Paris (MNHN 1963. 743-744). 
Verified by Arne Rasmussen. New country record. First deter-
mined as Hydrophis sp. with a precise description of both speci-
mens (Saint Girons 1972, Mem. Mus. natn. Hist. nat., ser. A, tome 
74:1-170) and later as Hydrophis mamillaris in MNHN collec-
tions by R. Roux. Previously known only from Meklong (bight 
of Bangkok) on the west side of the Gulf of Thailand to Koh 
Chang Island on the east side of the Gulf of Thailand and consid-
ered as particularly abundant at the mouths of the Meklong and 
the Chanthaburi rivers (Smith 1926, British Mus. (Nat. Hist.), 
London. xvii + 130 pp.; Taylor 1965, Univ. Kansas Sci. Bull. 
45(9):609-1096). Collecting data do not permit a determination 
as to whether these specimens correspond to established popula-
tions, migratory populations, or just to isolated individuals (Saint 
Girons, op. cit.). 

Submitted by IVAN INEICH, Museum national d'Histoire 
naturelle, Laboratoire de Zoologie (Reptiles & Amphibiens), 25 
rue Cuvier, F-75005 Paris, France. 

LIOCHLOROPHIS (=OPHEODRYS) VERNALIS (Smooth 
Green Snake). USA: COLORADO: MESA Co: Colbran, in town 
park (NE 1/4 Sec. 35, T9S, R95W). 20 May 1996. L. J. Livo and 
David Chiszar. UCM 57782. First record for county (Livo et al. 
1996. Colo. Herptol. Soc. 22 pp.). Verified by Roseanne 
Humphrey. 

Submitted by LAUREN J. LIVO, Colorado Division of Wild-
life, 317 West Prospect, Fort Collins, Colorado 80526-2097, USA; 
DAVID CHISZAR, Department of Psychology, University of 
Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309-0345, USA; and HOBART 
M. SMITH, Department of EPO Biology, University of Colo-
rado, Boulder, Colorado 80309-0334, USA. 

MASTICOPHIS FLAGELLUM TESTACEUS (Western 
Coachwhip). USA: TEXAS: FLOYD Co: Caprock Canyons 
Trailways State Park, UTM coordinates 14 304503E 3790783N. 
23 May 1996. E D. Yancey, H and K. J. Roberts. Verified by Clyde 
Jones. The Museum of Texas Tech University (TTU 11537). New 
county record; fills gap between Briscoe and Crosby counties 
(Dixon 1987, Amphibians and Reptiles of Texas. Texas A&M 
Univ. Press, College Station. 434 pp.). 

Submitted by FRANKLIN D. YANCEY, II and KRISTIE 
JO ROBERTS, Department of Biological Sciences and the Mu-
seum, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409-3191, USA. 

PHILODRYAS AESTIVUS SUBCARINATUS (Brazilian Green 
Racer). ARGENTINA: CORDOBA: DEPARTMENT Rio CUARTO: Rio 
Cuarto (Ba. Universidad, Las Higueras, 33°06'S, 64°18'W). 24 
July 1995. Collector unknown. Verified by Ricardo A. Martori. 
Herpetological collection of Orientacion Zoologia de Vertebrados, 
Departamento de Ciencias Naturales, Universidad Nacional de 
Rio Cuarto, Argentina (ZV-UNRC 3639). First departmental 
record, second record in Cordoba province, and a westward ex-
tension of the known range ca. 50 km from previous citation 
(Corbella, Bol. AHA 5(1-2):11-12). 

Submitted by LUCIANO JAVIER AVILA, CONICET-
Departamento de Ciencias Naturales, Universidad Nacional de 
Rio Cuarto, Est. Post. 9, C.P. 5800, Rio Cuarto (Cordoba), Ar-
gentina. 

REGINA SEPTEMVI7TATA (Queen Snake). USA: GEORGIA: 
BALDWIN Co: Champion Creek, 3.4 km N Lake Laure Road and 
St. Rt. 22.26 September 1993. Gregory B. Lacy. Verified by Den- 
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nis Parmley. Georgia College (DCP-GC 3784). Adult female cap-
tured in a minnow trap in Champion Creek below Lake Laurel. 
First county record; fills a central Georgia distribution gap (Wil-
liamson and Moulis 1994, Savannah Sci. Mus. Spec.Publ. No. 3). 

Submitted by GREGORY B. LACY, Department of Biologi-
cal and Environmental Sciences, Georgia College, Milledgeville, 
Georgia 31061, USA. 

RHINOBOTHRYUM LENTIGINOSUM (Coral Falsa). VEN-
EZUELA: ESTADOS BOLiVAR: Km 88, Carretera el Dorado—
Santa Elena de Uairdn. 8 August 1983. Luis Duque. Verified by 
Celsa Sefiaris. Museo de Ciencias Naturales de Caracas (MCNC-
6387, female). First record of this snake and second species of 
the genus cited for Venezuela. Captured in tropical rain forest at 
night [Pons 1965, Kasmera, 2(1):99-103; Roze 1966, La 
Taxonomia y Zoogeograffa de los Ofidios de Venezuela, UCV. 
343 pp.; Lancini 1979, Serpientes de Venezuela. Verlag Armitano. 
262 pp.; Lancini and Kornacher 1989, Die Schlangen von Ven-
ezuela. Verlag Armitano. 381 pp.]. 

Submitted by CESAR R. MOLINA R., Curator of Herpetol-
ogy, Museo de Ciencias Naturales de Caracas, Calle Comercio, 
sector Peaje, Las Acacias, Caracas, D.F., Venezuela, and GILSON 
A. RIVAS F., Museo de Historia Natural La Salle, Assistant Sec-
tion Herpetology, P.O. Box 1930, Caracas, 1010—A. Venezuela. 

THAMNOPHIS EQUES (Mexican Garter Snake). USA: NE-
VADA: CLARK CO: Lake, opposite Ft. Mohave, Arizona. 8 April 
1911. Junius Henderson. Verified by David Chiszar. University 
of Colorado Museum (UCM 104). First state record (Stebbins 
1985, Peterson Field Guide to Western Reptiles and Amphibians. 
Second ed. Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, Massachusetts. 336 
pp.) and further substantiation of the presence of this species at 
one time in the vicinity of the southern tip of Nevada and adja-
cent Arizona (Rosen and Schwalbe 1988, Rept. Arizona Game 
and Fish Dept. to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Albuquer-
que, New Mexico. 50 pp.). The somewhat ambiguous locality 
description apparently refers to part of the (dammed?) Colorado 
River as there is no town called "Lake" in the area. 

Submitted by ALAN DE QUEIROZ and HOBART M. 
SMITH, University Museum and Department of EPO Biology, 
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309, USA. 

TYPHLOPS ATER (Irian Worm Snake). INDONESIA: BALI: 
Near Samur under a stone in a yard next to a wood carving fac-
tory. 5 December 1994. Harold A. Dundee. Verified by Jeff 
Boundy. TU 23529. The species is known from eastern Java in 
the Idjen Highlands, which are ca. 10 km from Bali, and in many 
islands to the east of Bali (Brongersma 1934, Contributions to 
Indo-Australian Herpetology. E. J. Brill, Leyden.). Java is sepa-
rated from Bali by ca. 2 km of ocean and T ater, like many 
typhlopids, is easily transported amid the roots of plants. 

Submitted by HAROLD A. DUNDEE, Tulane Museum of 
Natural History, Belle Chasse, Louisiana 70037-3098, USA. 

VIRGINIA STRIATULA (Rough Earth Snake). USA: 
LOUSIANA: ST. MARY PARISH: Morgan City. 10 March 1971. 
Robert P. Blereau. Ernest A. Liner Collection (EAL 2587, 1 speci-
men); 24 March 1976. Blair Hardin. EAL 4037 (1 specimen). 
Verified by Harold A. Dundee. Extends range southward ca. 34 
mi (54.7 km) from that mapped by Dundee and Rossman (1989, 
The Amphibians and Reptiles of Louisiana, Louisiana St. Univ. 
Press, Baton Rouge. 300 pp.). 

Submitted by ERNEST A. LINER, 310 Malibou Boulevard, 
Houma, Louisiana 70364-2598, USA. 

Northern Range Expansion of the Brown Anole 
(Anolis sagrei) in Florida and Georgia 

TODD S. CAMPBELL 
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 

University of Tennessee, 569 Dabney Hall 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-1610, USA 

The brown anole, Anolis sagrei, a native of Cuba and the Baha-
mas, was first recorded in North America in the Florida Keys by 
Garman (1887). Oliver (1950) and Bell (1953) document its ar-
rival in the major seaports of south Florida during the 1940s. Based 
on museum records and numerous geographic distribution pa-
pers, this species had become firmly established in most large 
urbanized areas of peninsular Florida south of Gainesville by 1980 
(reviewed in Godley et al. 1981 and Lee 1985), and has since 
been found in the Florida panhandle (Means 1990), in Louisiana 
(Thomas et al. 1990; Platt and Fontenot 1994), and in Texas (Dixon 
1987; King et al. 1987). This species continues to move north-
ward and establish peripheral populations in north Florida and 
south Georgia. Brown anoles have been present in Valdosta, Geor-
gia since 1987 (Echternacht et al. 1995). They were recently found 
in central Georgia as far north as Tifton, and on the east coast as 
far north as Brunswick and St. Simons Island (Campbell and 
Hammontree 1995). 

Herein I report six additional county records in northern Florida 
that fill gaps in the geographic range of this recent invader be-
tween populations in northern peninsular Florida (Funk and Moll 
1979; Godley et al. 1981; Lee 1985; Stevenson and Crowe 1992; 
Wygoda and Bain 1980) and recent records in north Florida and 
south Georgia (Campbell and Hammontree 1995; Echternacht et 
al. 1995). I also provide additional records for four south Georgia 
counties, show that previously reported Georgia populations are 
surviving over winter, and provide additional evidence of vehicular 
transport. 

FLORIDA 

HAMILTON COUNTY: Quality Inn (formerly Holiday Inn) at the 
jct. of 1-75 and Ha. Rt. 143, one mile southwest of Jennings. 13 
April 1995. Todd Campbell. Verified by A. C. Echternacht. Uni-
versity of Florida Museum of Natural History (UFMNH 101611). 
Adult male collected from shrubbery (Rex vomitoria) near the 
main building. New county record. Population size estimated to 
be ca. 30 individuals in April and May 1995 and more than 50 
individuals in July 1995. The former hotel manager was familiar 
with this species and stated that brown anoles occur at her resi-
dence and other residential areas near the hotel. Green anoles (A. 
carolinensis) were found throughout the hotel grounds, while A. 
sagrei were found only near the main building and pool. 

COLUMBIA COUNTY: Lake City, Holiday Inn at the jct. of 1-75 
and U.S. Rt. 90. 22 May 1995. Todd Campbell. Verified by A. C. 
Echternacht. UFMNH 101604. Adult male collected from land-
scaping shrubs near the hotel office. New county record. Popula-
tion size estimated to be in the upper hundreds or low thousands. 
This species is abundant throughout the hotel grounds and is 
clearly an established breeding population. Brown anoles were 
first observed at this hotel by me during a five-month stay in 1991. 
The current hotel manager was familiar with this species and stated 
that brown anoles have been present at his nearby residence for at 
least two years. Green anoles are also present at this hotel site in 
large numbers. 
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BAKER COUNTY: Econolodge at the jct. of I-10 and Florida Rt. 
121, two miles south of MacClenny. 13 April 1995. Todd 
Campbell. Verified by A. C. Echternacht. UFMNH 101609-
101610. Adult male and adult female collected near the pool. New 
county record. Population size estimated to be ca. 20 individuals, 
found only to the south and west of the hotel office and by the 
pool. This could represent a recent colonization event, as the popu-
lation is small and none was seen by the author during a two-
week stay in 1991. Green anoles are also present at this site. 

PUTNAM CouNTY: Downtown Palatka, Holiday Inn on U.S. Rt. 
17 on the west bank of the St. Johns River. 22 May 1995. Todd 
Campbell. Verified by A. C. Echternacht. UFMNH 101605-
101606. Adult male and adult female collected from landscaping 
timbers near the pool. New county record. Population size esti-
mated to be over 100 individuals. This is very likely an estab-
lished breeding population. 

FLAGLER COUNTY: Downtown Bunnell, City Hall building com-
plex on U.S. Rt. 1. 22 May 1995. Todd Campbell. Verified by A. 
C. Echternacht. UFMNH 101602-101603. Adult male and adult 
female collected from shrubbery near the City Hall building. New 
county record. Population size estimated to be at least 100 indi-
viduals, found throughout the City Hall grounds. This is clearly 
an established breeding population, and one city employee famil-
iar with this species stated that brown anoles are present in large 
numbers throughout the city of Bunnell. 

VOLUSIA COUNTY: Bethune Beach, at Bethune Beach County 
Park on U.S. A 1 A (Atlantic Avenue) ca. 20 km south of New 
Smyrna Beach. 31 May 1995. Todd Campbell. Verified by A. C. 
Echternacht. UFMNH 101607. Adult male with severe scoliosis 
collected from saw palmetto (Serenoa repens) near shoreline. New 
county record. This record is located between records to the south 
in Brevard County (Cochran 1990) and those to the north near 
Jacksonville (Lee 1985) and St. Augustine (Meylan 1977). Nu-
merous in isolated saw palmetto clumps and on a boardwalk along 
the shoreline of Mosquito Lagoon. This specimen is just one mem-
ber of an extremely large, contiguous population known to be 
present since 1989 (pers. obs.), members of which are found at 
nearly every residential, commercial, and resort property in the 
New Smyrna Beach area between Ponce Inlet and Canaveral Na-
tional Seashore. 

VOLUSIA COUNTY: Canaveral National Seashore at the Turtle 
Mound Archaeological Site, ca. 15 miles south of New Smyrna 
Beach. 30 May 1995. Todd Campbell. Verified by A. C. 
Echternacht. UFMNH 101608. Adult male collected from natu-
ral vegetation along the shore of Mosquito Lagoon. Additional 
Volusia County record and first Canaveral National Seashore 
record. Brown anoles are found along edges of natural vegetation 
in Canaveral Natural Seashore at most of the beach-side board-
walks and parking areas along U.S. A 1 A, on the Mosquito La-
goon side of the park between the park entrance and Eldora, and 
on dredge spoil islands associated with the Intracoastal Water-
way within Mosquito Lagoon. The fact that landscaping vegeta-
tion is not utilized in the park is strong evidence that Brown anoles 
are reaching the park exclusively on recreational vehicles. Urban 
areas directly north of this park (e.g., New Smyrna Beach and 
Bethune Beach) are heavily infested with brown anoles. Tourists 
and residents travelling from Orlando (also heavily infested) regu-
larly seek this National Seashore because of its secluded beaches. 
Brown anoles reach dredge spoil islands either by riding on boats 
that have been stored on land or by riding on the firewood piles  

transported on these boats by overnight campers. Every overnight 
camper interviewed on these islands in 1995 stated that they stored 
their boat on a trailer on land, transported their own firewood, 
lived in areas infested with brown anoles (usually Orlando), and 
often found both A. carolinensis and A. sagrei on their boat and 
wood piles at home. A gravid female A. sagrei was found on a 
camper's wood pile in spring 1995, during which a large group of 
boat-campers utilized the island. Prior to that day, this island had 
been extensively surveyed for A. carolinensis as part of an on-
going research project, but no A. sagrei had been found. In fact, 
nearly every spoil island along the Intracoastal Waterway in the 
Indian River south of Melbourne contains dense populations of 
A. sagrei (pers. obs.). Given the above, it seems inevitable that 
this species will eventually reach many natural areas of Florida 
regardless of their degree of isolation. 

GEORGIA 

LOWNDES COUNTY: Valdosta, Holiday Inn at the jct. of 1-75 and 
U.S. Rt. 84. 3 July 1995. Todd Campbell. Verified by A. C. 
Echternacht. University of Georgia Museum of Natural History 
(UGAMNH 24868). Collected adult male in a shrub near hotel 
office. The second population documented for Valdosta 
(Echternacht et al. 1995). More than 50 were observed during a 
brief search of the hotel grounds. This hotel is directly across the 
street from the Best Western hotel where the first record from 
Valdosta was obtained (Echternacht et al. 1995). The Best West-
ern brown anole population has expanded to the trailer camp-
ground immediately to the west of that hotel. 

TiFr COUNTY: Tifton, Holiday Inn at the jct. of 1-75 and U. S. Rt. 
82.27 April 1995. Todd Campbell. Verified by A. C. Echternacht. 
UGAMNH 24871. Adult female collected from landscape shrubs 
near the main building. The second record for Tifton (Campbell 
and Hammontree 1995), however, only one individual was ob-
served (and collected) at the first Tifton site in 1994, and no brown 
anoles were found at that site in April 1995, so this record may 
represent the sole population occurring in this county at this time. 
More than 20 were observed in shrubs near the office, restaurant, 
and pool. Likely represents a recently established population, as 
no brown anoles were observed during a thorough search of the 
hotel grounds in August 1994. Green anoles were numerous at 
this hotel on this date and in August 1994. 

CAMDEN Cowry: Kingsland, Best Western at the jct. of 1-95 
and Ga. Rt. 40. 4 July 1995. Todd Campbell. Verified by A. C. 
Echternacht. UGAMNH 24870. Adult male collected from land-
scape shrubs near the main building. The second record for 
Camden County (Campbell and Hammontree 1995). The popula-
tion consists of at least 100 individuals. Of the four major hotels 
at this intersection, this is the only one supporting brown anoles, 
whereas all four support large A. carolinensis populations. 

GLYNN COUNTY: Brunswick, HoJo hotel at the jct. of 1-95 and 
U. S. Rt. 341. 4 July 1995. Todd Campbell. Verified by A. C. 
Echternacht. UGAMNH 24869. Adult male collected from land-
scape shrubs near the main building. The third record for Glynn 
County (Campbell and Hammontree 1995). The population con-
sists of hundreds of individuals on the properties of this hotel, the 
Budgetel hotel and the Cracker Barrel restaurant, which are sepa-
rated only by parking areas containing landscaped islands. The 
owner was familiar with this species and indicated that brown 
anoles have been present for over two years. Green anoles are 
also present at all of the hotels in this complex. 
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Vehicular rafting and transport in ornamental vegetation were 
first hypothesized by Godley et al. (1981) to explain the rapid 
dispersal of this species. Evidence of vehicular rafting was seen 
at Interstate rest stops and welcome centers along both 1-75 and I-
95. These facilities accommodate vehicles travelling in only one 
direction: northbound or southbound. These facilities usually lie 
across the interstate from one another, are constructed at the same 
time and are planted with similar vegetation. During surveys in 
1994 and 1995 in north Florida and south Georgia, A. sagrei indi-
viduals were usually present at northbound rest areas and wel-
come centers (Campbell and Hammontree 1995), whereas they 
were never present at facilities servicing only southbound traffic. 
If lizards were traveling mainly on potted landscaping vegetation 
from Florida, one would expect to find A. sagrei at both north-
bound and southbound facilities with equal frequency, but this is 
not the case. This evidence, along with that from Canaveral Na-
tional Seashore and from spoil islands along the Intracoastal Wa-
terway, give weight to the hypothesis that A. sagrei are being trans-
ported on recreational vehicles and boats in numbers suitable for 
the establishment of viable populations at remote sites. 

Acknowledgments.-I thank the many hotel and restaurant owners, rest 
stop employees, campground hosts, city employees, the staff at Canav-
eral National Seashore and many others (the names being too numerous 
to mention here) who allowed me to prowl about their property search-
ing for lizards. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Pythons of the World. Vol. 1. Australia, by David G. Barker 
and Tracy M. Barker. 1994. Advanced Vivarium Systems, Inc., 
Lakeside, California, xviii + 171 pp. US $59.95 (cloth bound), 
US $39.95 (softcover). 

BILL BRANCH 
Port Elizabeth Museum, P.O. Box 13147, 

Humewood 6013 Eastern Cape, South Africa 
e-mail: pemwrb@  zoo.upe.ac.za  

During the last five years there has been a massive explosion 
in the field of reptile and amphibian husbandry (herpetoculture), 
with the appearance of numerous glossy magazines, new dealers, 
expos, and exposés. The term herpetoculture makes me cringe 
and sounds like something out of a clinical pathology textbook 
and I must be frank and admit that I don't like the word, or some 
commercial aspects of its world. Nonetheless, I do like this book 
and it goes a long way to assuage my fears about the topic. 

Announced as the first of a series by the authors on pythons of 
the world, this book covers the 21 python species and subspecies 
known from Australia. Printed on high-quality glossy paper 
throughout, the middle 80 pages are given over to a superb col-
lection of color photographs. In another context, or if taken by 
lesser photographers, 197 color photographs of only 21 taxa would 
rightly be considered excessive. Certainly, if the rationale is sim-
ply to document a bit of variation and habitat, it is too much. 
However, this book is a labor of love and one of its aims is to 
generate similar feelings in the audience. In such a spirit, I found 
very few photographs I would have left out. 

The individual taxa are described in detail in standardized for-
mat under the headings: Type locality, Other common names, 
Description, Sex determination, Size, Distribution, Habitat, Food, 
Breeding, Eggs, Hatchlings, and Comments. Each account also 
includes a line drawing of the head, a generalized distribution 
map, and tables for egg and hatchling measurements and a chro-
nology of reproductive events. Five appendices give annotations 
for the figures, details of relative clutch weights, a map of Aus-
tralia, position of internal organs in a diamond python, and a py-
thon reproduction questionnaire. The final five pages include a 
glossary and a comprehensive bibliography. 

A minor failing is the lack of keys, or useful explanation of 
diagnostic features for identification of the different taxa. The 
almost draconian Australian regulations make legal acquisition 
of the continent's herpetofauna all but impossible. Therefore, many 
trade specimens derive second or third hand from successful breed-
ing programs begun with specimens initially obtained illegally 
and often without provenance. Specimens need to be accurately 
identified if they are to be used in breeding programs designed to 
maintain, not contaminate, genetic purity. 

A failing of many popular husbandry books is the superficial, 
and often antiquated science, particularly systematics. Boid sys-
tematics has seen more upheaval in recent years than most other 
squamate groups, and it is doubtful whether the dust has finally 
settled into bedrock foundation. The literature is often obscurely 
placed, and is usually caged in esoteric jargon. It is no easy task 
to keep on top of it, either in access or philosophy. It is, therefore, 
very satisfying to see how comprehensively and accurately the 
authors have covered this difficult field. In many species accounts 
the authors make informative comments on taxonomic contro-
versies, in simple and lucid terms, and they are not over-awed 
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from giving their own, reasoned opinion (e.g., Liasis fuscus, p. 
30, and Morelia bredli, pp. 44-45). They also make a pertinent 
comment on the valueless taxonomic importance of the increas-
ing number of captive-bred intrageneric hybrids. 

Elsewhere (p. 133), in their treatment of races in carpet py-
thons, the authors fully face the contentious nomenclatural 'anar-
chy' of Wells and Wellington (1984, 1985). It was probably an 
easier move for non-Australians, but still required strong stom-
achs. Morals count for nothing in nomenclatural priority, and the 
names proposed by Wells and Wellington, despite their often crass 
and plagiarized roots, still have to be used. In this particular case, 
however, one name is acceptable for other reasons; Morelia spilota 
mcdowelli, revived by the authors for the coastal carpet python, 
is named for a true, gentle giant of herpetology, Sam McDowell. 

The authors stress their personal philosophy that efficient, con-
cerned captive breeding programs (CBP) benefit wild popula-
tions by relieving exploitation on them, and their own results ably 
demonstrate that all python species are amenable to captive hus-
bandry, albeit that the long-term captive maintenance of diamond 
pythons remains so elusive. However, rare and protected pythons 
command very high market prices, and therefore stimulate atten-
tion from the 'less-than-honest' fringe. During the last 30 years 
the legal export of Angolan dwarf pythons for a CBP has been 
allowed only twice, and involved only six specimens that went to 
South Africa (4) and Germany (2). Even then, some of the adults 
and progeny were supposed to remain the property of the 
Namibian authorities. Despite this, a large shipment of Python 
anchietae recently turned up in the United States, shipped via 
West Africa and ostensibly legally obtained in Angola (during a 
period when the country was gripped by a violent and dirty civil 
war). The Namibian authorities know that most, if not all, were 
smuggled from Namibia. This increased smuggling took place in 
the face of successful, and well publicized CBPs at several Texas 
ZOOS. 

I have discussed elsewhere (Branch and Griffin, in press) how 
the very successes of high profile CBPs may stimulate illicit trade 
and attract the unwanted attention of dishonest collectors. Obvi-
ously, the zoos and curators initiating CBPs do so for genuine 
reasons, and are rigorous in ensuring they obey moral impera-
tives and import and export regulations. However, whether CBPs 
help conserve endangered species, or unintentionally stimulate 
excess illegal attention, remains an ethical dilemma. It will there-
fore be a genuine tragedy, and no small irony, if the very enthusi-
asm and expertise that this book displays, generates such a com-
mercial demand that it threatens the very species that it so beau-
tifully celebrates. 

I have only two personal frustrations. The first is that I was 
only given the soft-cover edition—it is already suffering exces-
sive use. Too many colleagues simply 'ogle' the superb photo-
graphs. The second is that it preempts a book I always wanted to 
write myself. Fortunately I never did, and the dream is now re-
dundant thanks to the photographic, literary, and husbandry skills 
of Dave and Tracy Barker. I wish them well with the remaining 
volumes in the series. 
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The Reptiles of Virginia, by Joseph C. Mitchell. 1994. Smithso-
nian Institution Press, Washington, D.C. 20560, USA. ISBN 1-
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Department of Biology, George Mason University 

Fairfax, Virginia 22030, USA 
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This is the first volume of an intended two volume series cov-
ering the herpetology of Virginia. A second volume on amphib-
ians is in preparation. 

The slant of the book is, admirably, biodiversity and conserva-
tion of the 62 species of reptiles (23 turtles, 9 lizards, 30 snakes) 
known to occur within the boundaries of the Commonwealth of 
Virginia. The meat of the book is composed of accounts of each 
reptile species. These accounts include subsectional discussions 
covering systematics (current usage), description, morphology, 
coloration and pattern, sexual dimorphism, juveniles, confusing 
species, geographic variation (it is refreshing to see 
acknowledgement that two subspecies of the timber rattlesnake 
exist in the southeastern United States), etymology of scientific 
names, distribution, biology, miscellaneous remarks (often his-
torical), and conservation and management of the species. The 
subsection covering the biology of the reptile is generally the long-
est in each account, and includes condensed comments on habi-
tats, activity periods, prey and feeding behavior, predators, and 
reproduction with emphasis on data from Virginia. Data presented 
are generally well referenced. Although adequate, the various topi-
cal discussions presented in the biology subsection are somewhat 
shallow, and could have been greatly expanded. The descriptive 
portions of the species accounts are good, and those on juveniles 
are very helpful (juvenile descriptions are often neglected or in-
adequate in state herpetologies). The distribution discussion is 
brief, but maps showing both the species range in Virginia and 
the United States are included. Unvouchered records marked on 
the Map of Virginia are listed in the text. Here a problem arises, 
as some county records have been missed, and many records listed 
as unvouchered, particularly in northern Virginia, are represented 
by vouchered specimens in collections (D' Alessandro and Ernst 
1995). 

Other supporting chapters in the book include a brief introduc-
tion; materials and methods, explaining how original data were 
collected; history of reptile studies in Virginia; physiographic re-
gions and climate of Virginia; natural habitats and reptile com-
munities; biogeography, including the effects of human activities 
on reptile distribution patterns within the Commonwealth; con-
servation of Virginia's reptiles; venomous snakebite; and a check-
list and comments on systematics. Separate keys are included for 
identifying turtles, lizards and snakes, and there are good black 
and white drawings of pertinent features referenced in these keys. 
Also included are short presentations on the characteristics of the 
Class Reptilia and all orders and families of reptiles living in Vir-
ginia. The last chapter in the book covers erroneous (5 species), 
problematic (3) and introduced (7) species. Included among the 
erroneous species is the American alligator, Alligator 
mississippiensis, whose northern limits along the East Coast are 
often mistakenly stated to be the Dismal Swamp in southeastern 
Virginia, when in reality the species does not naturally range north 
of the southern portions of Albemarle Sound, North Carolina. An 
adequate glossary explaining the biological terms used in the text 
and a Literature Cited section referencing all papers mentioned in 
the text are present. An index to scientific and common names 
ends the book, while a good Table of Contents begins it. 
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The book is well illustrated with 63 excellent color plates show-
ing various reptilian habitats and some, but not all, of the 62 rep-
tile species. Only 31 species are found among the color plates (11 
turtles, 5 lizards, 15 snakes), although some species are included 
several times: the bog turtle, Clemmys muhlenbergii (2 plates); 
red-bellied turtle, Pseudemys rubriventris (2); slider, Trachemys 
scripta (6); stinkpot, Sternotherus odoratus (3); milk snake, 
Lampropeltis triangulum (3); northern water snake, Nerodia 
sipedon (2); copperhead, Agkistrodon contortrix (3); and timber 
rattlesnake, Crotalus horridus (4). Two maps are also given cov-
ering the counties and selected independent cities, and the physi-
ographic provinces of Virginia. Eight tables addressing various 
topics are scattered throughout the book. 

The book has a hard cover with an adequate binding and good 
quality paper. The print is large and easy to read. The dust jacket 
is colorful and attractive, showing three species and a cypress 
swamp habitat. 

Although a few problems have been mentioned above, Dr. 
Mitchell is to be congratulated for a job well done. This book is 
recommended to anyone interested in the herpetology of the 
Middle Atlantic Region, and Virginia in particular. Hook forward 
to the future volume covering Virginia's amphibians. 
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Guide to the Frogs of the Iquitos Region, Amazonian Peru, by 
Lily 0. Rodriguez and William E. Duellman. 1994. Univ. Kansas 
Publications, Natural History Museum. Special Publication No. 
22. 80 pages. US $19.95. ISBN 0-89338-047-4. 

JAIME E. PEFAUR 
Ecologia Animal, Facultad de Ciencias 

Universidad de Los Andes, Merida, Venezuela 5101 

This guide to the anurans of an Amazonian region of Peru ap-
pears at a time when the subject of biodiversity seems to pervade 
all fields of biology. Amazonia is, by far, the place with the great-
est biodiversity in the world, expressed at all organizational lev-
els of organic matter, e.g., fungi, ferns, trees, butterflies, bats, and 
of course frogs. However, this region of South America is facing 
devastating destruction by deforestation, which reaches an an-
nual rate of 0.4% in Peru to 1.2% in Venezuela—that is, in less 
than five decades there will be immense prairies instead of the 
luxurious forests of today. 

Biologists attempting to record the biota of the Amazon face 
several difficulties, ranging from logistics to classification. Thus, 
I applaud the goals of University of Kansas Publications to ini-
tiate a series of guides to the plants and animals of the Iquitos 
Region. I am sure that this will be a most important contribution 
to the knowledge of Amazonian biota. 

The Guide begins with biographical sketches of the authors 
and a preface. Eleven pages are dedicated to an Introduction, with 
statements about worldwide, South American, and Amazonian 
diversity of anurans, the biology of frogs, the vocalization of male 
frogs in an eco-ethological context, and the breeding behavior of 
Iquitos frogs. Information on how the guide should be used, sci-
entific names, and anatomical, ecological, and ethological termi-
nology (86 terms) complete this section of the book. 

Sixty-seven pages make up the "Guide to the Frogs" chapter. 
Here 112 species are carefully described, with three paragraphs  

devoted to each taxon under the headings "identification," "simi-
lar species," and "natural history." The authors present diagnos-
tic characters clearly. Working at my lab, I selected the cases of 
Hyla punctata, for its wide Amazonian distribution, and 
Leptodactylus pentadactylus, a very well known large frog but 
easily confused with other large Leptodactylus, to test Rodriguez 
and Duellman's diagnostic characters. I readily separated the tar-
get species from those of similar appearance. 

The next section, "Selected References," is an annotated bibli-
ography of nine references—including five by Duellman and two 
by Rodriguez. Two important references, of particular significance 
with respect to the topic of the Guide have been omitted: Duellman 
and Salas (1991) and Rodriguez et al. (1993). 

A section of color plates finishes up the book. Of the 112 de-
scribed species, only one, Eleutherodactylus aaptus, is not illus-
trated. Most pictures were taken by the junior author, and all show 
the principal traits of the frogs, although pictures of Ceratophrys 
cornuta, Phyllomedusa vaillanti, Eleutherodactylus altoama-
zonicus, and Vanzolinius discodactylus could be improved for the 
next edition. I know of no other guide to South American verte-
brates (other than birds) that has so many color pictures of such 
excellent quality. To my knowledge, the only comparable publi-
cation could be Frogs of Boraceia (Heyer et al. 1990). However, 
their publication is aimed at herpetologists and could not be seen 
as a general guide, although it has been of great importance help-
ing researchers at many South American universities in their stud-
ies. Unfortunately, the plates in Rodriguez and Duellman are not 
firmly bound—with the normal reading use of the book, plates 2 
to 11 fell out of my copy. 

The only map of the Iquitos region provided appears inside the 
back cover. This is a close-up of the Iquitos region of Peru. This 
book does not contain a general map of Peru, not even as an in-
sert in the Iquitos map. Such a map, showing the boundaries of 
Iquitos, as a Departamento of Peru, would place the area in con-
text for the general reader and provide an appropriate backdrop 
against which the anuran diversity of the region could be appreci-
ated. 

The Guide appears designed mainly for a non-technical audi-
ence. This is supported by the section on the construction of sci-
entific names, a need for a layman, but not for someone with at 
least an elementary biology background; on the other hand, in 
the description of every species there is a section on tadpole mor-
phology and natural history that is very complete and far too tech-
nical for non-specialists. 

I anticipate that this guide will be successful. The time is right 
for its appearence; its presentation is appealing, the price is fair, 
the information is provided by authorities, and the need for it is 
great. Everyone traveling to the Peruvian Iquitos region should 
carry a copy of this small book to help them enjoy and appreciate 
the local frogs. Every herpetologist wishing to know or to work 
with Amazonian frog communities should have this guide to help 
confirm identifications. 
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PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED 

Australian Frogs (computer information disk), by Ross Sadlier 
and Martyn Robinson. Australian Museum, Sydney. 1996. AU 
$15.00 + AU $1.50 ($2.00) postage and handling (available from 
Mail Order Shop, Australian Museum, 6 College St., Sydney, NSW 
2000, Australia—credit card orders accepted). 

This is one of a series of information disks put out by the Aus-
tralian Museum on a variety of topics in Australian natural his-
tory. The interactive program comes on a single 3.5" disk and 
after installation (about 5 minutes on a 486 machine) occupies 
approximately 3 MB. The program runs under Windows (3.1 or 
later) and requires a PC with at least a VGA screen set for 256 
colors. In all about 70 pages of text and 40 color photographs are 
included. Information may be accessed under the major head-
ings: frog diversity, disappearing frogs, lifecycle, frogfacts, habi-
tat diversity, things to do, about this disc, and about the Austra-
lian Museum. A complete checklist of Australian frogs is included, 
but photos and text refer only to representative or particularly 
noteworthy taxa. Addresses for 23 herpetological associations and 
study groups in Australia are also provided, as are capsule sum-
maries of the research interests of each of the scientific depart-
ments of the Australian Museum. There is an index and a search 
option, and both photos and text can easily be printed out. Al-
though aimed at interested amateurs and the general public, this 
program serves as an excellent introductory short course on Aus-
tralian amphibians, even for professionals who may not be famil-
iar with the fauna. 

Geographic Distributions of the Amphibians and Reptiles of 
Wisconsin, by Gary S. Casper. Milwaukee Public Museum, Wis-
consin. 1996. Softcover. 87 pp. ISBN 0-89326-200-5. US $10.00 
+ $3.00 shipping and handling (available from Milwaukee Public 
Museum, 800 W. Wells St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233, USA). 

This short book is an interim report of the Wisconsin Herpeto-
logical Atlas Project and presents maps depicting species distri-
bution, by county, in Wisconsin. New county records since the 
publication of Vogt's Natural History of Amphibians and Rep-
tiles in Wisconsin (1981) are mapped and the associated publica-
tions and voucher specimens are cited. In all 461 new county 
records are presented for the 55 species of amphibians and rep-
tiles inhabiting the state. Each species map is accompanied by a 
short paragraph with notes about distribution and/or status of the 
associated taxon. 

New Zealand Frogs and Reptiles, by Brian Gill and Tony 
Whitaker. David Bateman, Ltd., Auckland. 1996. Softcover. 112 
pp. ISBN 1-86953-264-3. NZ $24.95 (approx. US $17.50). 

This is an updated version of Gill's 1986 book, Collins 
Handguide to the Frogs and Reptiles of New Zealand. Species 
accounts are provided for 59 species (plus six recently extinct  

forms), up from the 43 forms covered a decade ago. Accounts are 
brief (description, size, distribution, habitat, habits, and notes) 
and are illustrated by color photos. Keys are provided as is a short 
list of suggested readings. Although too superficial to provide 
much introduction to the biology of the New Zealand 
herpetofauna, the book provides a convenient introduction to the 
species and is the only popular work to incorporate all of the 
country's many new and resurrected species (plus one genus). 

Okoboji Wetlands: A Lesson in Natural History, by Michael J. 
Lannoo. University of Iowa Press, Iowa City, Iowa. 1996. 156 
pp. Cloth (US $29.95) or softcover ($14.95). ISBN 0-87745-532-
5 (cloth) or 0-87745-533-3 (softcover). 

Lake Okoboji in northwest Iowa is a region of wetlands re-
nowned for its rich animal life. Lannoo combines historical field 
records and other reports with more recent work to track changes 
in the composition and abundance of the fauna. Extensive natural 
history information on frogs and salamanders is presented (in ad-
dition to material on birds, mammals, and fish). A thorough dis-
cussion of larval eastern tiger salamanders (Ambystoma t. 
tigrinum) includes diagrams of normal and cannibal morph skulls 
and dentition. Several brief essays provide fascinating details of 
commerical harvesting of leopard frogs (Rana pipiens) at the turn 
of the century; one source estimates the take by just three men at 
ten million frogs from Okoboji in the winter of 1905-06. Lannoo 
makes the case for conserving these wetlands and their inhabit-
ants and offers specific management strategies for doing so. 

Interpretive Atlas of Texas Lizards, by Ralph W. Axtell. 1986-
1996, et seq. Privately published by and available from the au-
thor (Ralph W. Axtell, 2814 Rock Hill Road, East Alton, Illinois 
62024, USA). Individual accounts available separately. Cost: US 
$0.10/page + postage and handling. 

The most recent installment (number 16) in this series is 
Phrynosoma cornutum, the Texas horned lizard. This account to-
tals 52 pages in addition to a detailed range map. Of particular 
interest to students of Phrynosoma is Axtell's support for a change 
in the type locality for P cornutum, and his delimitation of the 
natural range of this species in east Texas, an area where exten-
sive introductions have occurred. 

ERRATA 

In the Natural History Note by William E. Magnusson that ap-
peared in the March 1996 issue of HR (27:21), a typesetting error 
resulted in the incorrect spelling of the lizard genus Neusticurus. 

Also, we inadvertently left out complete locality coordinates 
for the Hemidactylus turcicus range extension reported by 
Proudfoot and McCoid in the June 1996 issue (27:87). Locality 
data should have read: USA: TEXAS: Kenedy Co: 26°46'20"N, 
97°42'20"W. 
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